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1£ϋκ· All Winter.
From prosent indications there will
be profit in eggs all winter. It stands
us in hand to save ull the young pullets
out of last spring's hatch und push
them uhtad as fast as possible. It Is
the pullet that lays during the cold
weather thut pays best. The beef trust
has done one thing not down on the
programme. It has given the farmer
very much better prices for his eggs
thau for several years past. No argument here for the trust, but u big one
for the old farm hen. Sell off all the
roostors except what you intend to
wiutor now. It is a waste of food material to keep a lot of roosters Just for
the sake of hearing thom crow. The

10 WOOPWIT, A.M., M.D.,

Physician «S» Surgeon,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,
and residence, 14

High Street,

SMITH,

Attorney at Law,
MAINS
a speo'ait7

NORWAY,

M orne B!oc.k.

Attorney at Law.
Notary Public.

SHOUTHURN COW SALLY GIKL.

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

types iu possessing a good beef form,
good milking qualities and a vigorous

ectlons receive my promt persoual attention.
KVmlttancee made day claim 1» paid.
All matters reported on promptly.

<

''

SO HUE P.

constitution.
The common colors are red, white
and roan. In size the Shorthorn ranks
among the largest of all breeds.
Une hundred and fifty thousand as
the number of living registered Shorthorns in the I'nited States is a recent
estimate thought to be approximately
correct. Of these it is stated that 5 per
cent are on the range and 1)3 per cent in
the hands of the "small farmer." the
strong feature of the breed being its
adaptability to the requirements of di-

JONES A SON,

NORWAY,

Dentists,

.MAINE,

lor Main St.

Κ It RICK Λ

JJ

PARK.

Attorneys at Law,

MAINE.
C- Park.

BETHEL,

Elle»

\ Idtaon E. Hcrrlck.
>HN 3.

HARLOW,

To .ill persons Interested
hereinafter named
\t a Probate Court, held at Paris in and
'or the County of Oxford, on the third Τι esday of
< >ctober, In
the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and two. The following mutter
nttvlng been presents I for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby OEDt.,uii)
That notice thereof be given to all persons In
terested, by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively In the Oxpublished
ford iH'inocrat. a newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, thai they may ap)>ear at a
Probate Court to be held at Paris, on the
third Tuesday of Nov., A. I). 1S02, at 9 of the
be heart thereon If
• lock In the forenoon, and
In either of the Estate*

therein named.

the team stops on wet
ΚΤΗΛΝ WILLIS, late of Paris. deceased.
a
Will and p. till.m for probate thereof presented I ground In spring, there is upt to be
v James S. w right, the executor therein named.
clod all through the summer. A maCAMELIA C. Ï EATON, late of Oxford. de
jority of these clods may be pulverized,
eased. Final aud private accounts presented I
it is true, by rolling, harrowing and
f< r allowance by Mmcon K. Veaton, administrator.
draggiug, but this is expensive and
ERNEST C. GAMMON ET ALS of Paris, I may be avoided by plowing in the fall.
'ntnore. Final account presented for allowance
When we turu up und expose a bare
i>y Franklin Maxim, guardian.
soil to sunshine in summer or frost in
SARAH K. DkSHON, late of Canton, de-]
winter, the avuilabue fertility Is thereceased. Petition for onler of distribution pre-ented by Alanson S. Hathaway and Ansel G.
increased and 110 mistake. And all
by
staples, executors.
know that the more available fertility
FI.ORINDA B. PETTENGILL, late of Hartwe can get into the soil the larger will
ford, deceased. First and flnal and private acbe the crop yield.
ounts presented for allowance by James W.
I.lbby, administrator.
The mechanical condition of soils that
U \M> C. ANI> LEo».,. mm, ward·, I will admit of full plowing is always
f Dlxileld. First account presented for allow,
lowile nlnvvml in
ance by Phlletus W. Torrey, guardian.
and thawing
freezing
The
spring.
AD1MSON Ε. HERR1CK,
break dowu every lump, aud we have
Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest ·—
that condition which seems to be the
ALBERT D. PARK. Register.
most desirable, "as mellow as au ash
When

over it.

heap."

NOTICE.
•

'tuly

en

••state of

appointed

(fives notice that he has
administrator

of

the

1

DEBORAH B. F«»YE. late of Hartford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
AU (>er>ons having
bon·le a* the law >llrect».
demands against the estate of said deceased are

lettre· 1 to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
WILLIAM F«>YB.
Oct. 21et, 1U02.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duly
appointed administrator of the
MÉ of
SAMUEL D. M ARSHALL, late of Paris,
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and (riven
bonds a* the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
Ueslred to υ resent the same for settlement, and
ft] ln lei'te·! thereto are requested to make pay
ment

Immediately.

SOTICE.

The subucrlber hereby gives notice that he
is lieea duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
\\>. ι\ H
IMWKER. late of Woodstock,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
lemands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all In· le bled thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
J A M ES L. BOW Κ ER.
< *ct- ilet. 1902.
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed executrix of the
last will and testament of
LOVKLL L. GARDINER, late of Sumner,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
AU peraone having
bouds as the law direct».
demands against the estate of said deceased are
ι·> present the same for settlement, an··
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pa>
inent

Immediately.

Oct.Slat, 1SW.

Four

to chop cord wood
Winter'- work.
SOUTH PARIS

men

near

South Paris

LUMBER CO.

Λ very

large col-

lection of Deco-

rated La nips from

$1.00

to

$6.00.

Hobbs' Variety Store,
NORWAY,

ME.

FOR SALE!

THE HERBERT M. TUCKER FARM,

Mtuated on the Bucktleld road, three mile· from
South Pari» village. The 'arm contains 75 acre».
The tll'age land 1· fcl a high state of cultivation.
The pasture· are good and there Is ulentv of
wood near the ho ·ββ. Large and small fruit lu
Kara 40χβ2 and carriage house
abundaoce.
3Kx4ii are new, are finely (lulshed outside ami In,
and co«t tlttWi. Water In houae and barn. The
larra carrlea twenty hea-l of cattle and pair ot
horse·
On rural deUvery and cream route».
Very pleasant location.

A RARE CHANCE FOR SOMEONE.

or

particulars anil

term* Inquire of
WHJOM * «RAT, *o. Pari·,
8. M. KINO near the premlac*.

pay for the additional quantiunty of fertilizer. In lettuce growing
der glass, however, especially on sandy
loam soils, the use of more than au inch
and a balf or two inches of manure on
the soil was not only wasteful of manof lettuce.
ure, but lowered the yield
The manuer nevertheless is essential
to the

of vigorous, quick
Chemical fertilizers
it even though used in

production

maturing lettuce.

cannot replace
abundance.
The use of commercial fertilizers
•without manure resulted in a decided
Increase in yield over crops on untreated soil, but in every trial they
a
proved inadequate for bringing crop
time to
to maturity in sufficiently short
"The beet crops were
be profitable.
was fertilized
grown where the soil

with stable manure."
The use of δ per cent of manure with
the fertilizers always resulted in a very
With this
great increase in yield.
small amount of manure dried blood
of nitrogave becter results us a source
soda or sulof
nitrate
either
than
gen
phate of ammonia.
Where larve amounts of manure were
in the soil for forcing let-

incorporated
comtuce the yield was increased by
unpacting the sill. This shows that

favorable effects which follow excessbe
ive applications of manure may
caused iu part at least by thereby loosthe si-il so much as to put it in

ening
condition
an unfavorable mechanical
for the lettuce plai:t.
The clay loam used in these experito
ments has ulways proved superior
light sandy loam for forcing lettuce.
Feed.
Sproottne Grain For Stuck
There has been a good deal said In
the agricultural papers recently about
for
the advantages of sprouting grain
a
stock food, many writers claiming
wonderful Increase in nutrituve value
addition
by the process. As the only
the alleged
to the grain is water, where
from
additiou to the feed value comes
is beyond our comprehension, says
Texas Farm and Ranch. The process
of sprouting and the chemical changes
to
that accompany the process may add

the palatablene·· and
pt the grain.

even

digestibility

nutflt

is set at

a

Surprising Kfect ef South Ceroll··
Hock Hud Slav.
There is uo doubt that results refrom fertilizer experiments with

ported

acid at the Maryland experiment station, as shown by tbe total
products of the crops for five years, aro
at variance with the principles commonly taught and practice generally
followed in tbe matter of fertilisation.
Tbe average total results are reported
ae showing that Insoluble phosphoric
acid—that is. phosphates which have
uot been treated or dissolved in sul-

phosphoric

seems

crease to

η η

FERTILIZER TESTS.

Growlna
In
lanvceaaary
Vigorona, Quick Maturing Lettuce.
In intensive agriculture there is ofA
ten a tendency to waste plant food.
letwaste of stable manure in forcing

[

uiwh

ral New Yorker.

FERTILIZER FOR LETTUCE.

to be proved by tests retuce
cently made at the Geneva (Ν. Y.) agricultural station.
In the Ûold culture tests except in a
was
very few In»tances no direct injury
caused by supplying extra plant food.
There was merely a loss of profit from
failure to obtain suthcleut crop in-

nnowitu

steep angle or entirely
perpendicular tbe wind pressure is always directly underneath the silage,
and it has no chance to clog.—Cor. Ruter

Xsonrr

LAMPS I

For

season,

Weed seeds do not start so early
or grow off so vigorously for some reason or other.

GARDINER.

CLARA Y.

WANTED-

village.

to

fall.

I

tA

per cent.
Another feature with reference to the
elevation of silage by wind is the fact
that tbe more perpendicular tbe pipe
can be set the les· liability there is of
clogging. Where the pipe is set at a
low angle particles of the silage will
drop to the low side of tbe pipe, and
tbe wind will pass over It until tinally
sufficient silage has accumulated entirely to clog the pipe. Where the lat-

JOHN F. I'U MMER.

Oct. .'let, 1!M2.

nffAtttnf

from thirty to forty feet, the excess
power required will run from 50 to 75

start our
and
one year with another it is the early
sown oats and the early planted corn
that give us the largest yield. Then it
is far easier to cultivate land plowed in
t all plowing enables us
spring crops earlier in the

"I trust It did not Inconvenience you
to a great extent," said the prince, who
was quite familiar with the peculiarities of the Inspector's nature.

|

phuric acid (oil of vitriol)—has moro
pounds of crop, both strew and marketable grain, tban the phosphoric acid in

the soluble and reverted forms—thut Is,
in phosphates which have been diesolved in sulphuric acid. Not only has
the yield produced by tbe insoluble
phosphoric acid been greater tban that
produced by the soluble phosphoric
acid, but the cost has been only about
one-half. In brief it is concluded, Judging from results obtained, that—
Crops are able to use the insoluble
phosphoric of South Carolina rock.
Slag phosphate gives a greater total
tban any of tbe other Insoluble

yield
phosphates.

of corn (grain)
was not quite as much with slag phosphate as with bouemeal. yet the yield
of wheat and grass was greuter. All
yields were produced at less cost with
slag phosphates than with bonemeal.
Bonemeal was the beet form of Insoluble phosphate for corn, but its accumulative and supposed lasting efThe

yield

fects did not show on the wheat and

grass.
Bonemeal has also had an advantage
over the other phosphates In furnishing organic matter In the soil in order
to procure the best results witb the Insoluble phosphates.
l«7.
of
The ecru shredder has the name
of farm
piece
most
tbe
dangerous
being
machinery now In vogue. Use care
What Other·

with it

Not a few farmers think the right
where It
place for the cornstalk is
and science
facts,
figurée
Can
grew.
show them In error?
A point that makes the Shorthorn my
It Is
choice Is it» gentle disposition.
seldom one meets with a vicious bull

and never a vicious cow.
t
"All flesh is grass," salth tbe Scripof
tures. When we reflect that much
the beet flesh is corn, oats and cottonseed meal, we conclude that the text
has a figurative meaning.
Cut and shred every ton of cornstalks you have. They are worth from
feed
$12 up to sell and from $15 up to

jour

own

stock.

raulpoffs?"

"Attend, Paulpoffs!" commanded Jansky, while the prince went through the

"No; It wasn't that," answered the
driver. "But the rain yestejtfay broke
up the road. I did not think you would
wish to come."
There must be a safe
"Nonsense!
way to Ret there."
In truth the way was as safe and
comfortable as it had ever been, but
the warning look of the Inspector had
prevented the driver from imparting
the knowledge he had of the Paulpoffs.
"Let the police tell their own tales—

pockets of the other three of the circle.
"Oh, have mercy!" cried Papa Paulpoff, falling upon his knees and clasping the legs of the prince. "We are innocent. I swear It! Some enemy lias
doue this thing! The name is uot in
the writing of my κυη, I am certain!
Oil, let me see the letters!"
Neslerov made a movement as If to
hand the letters to the old man when

"1

er.

It was a long drive to the forge, and
when the drosky drew near, having
passed through the wild and almost
unsettled region between it and Perm,
Frances was struck with an air of
mystery that seemed to have suddenly
enveloped the place.
There was no sound of the tremendous blows of Vladimir that sent the
ring of steel far into the forest. No
smoke came from tho chimneys. Old
Mamma Paulpoff had been wont to run
to her door to see every arrival, but she

think It

road leading out of Perm to the south?"
"A forge? A horseshoeing place?"
"Well, that and all ironworking. It
is kept by a man named Paulpoff."
"Paulpoff, the giant who breaks horseshoes with liis thumbs and forefingers?
The simple minded son of old Michael?
What has he to do with nihilists?"
"île is their leader." Neslerov said

quietly.

Jansky turned white, whether from
or horror at the devilish plot

surprise

But he
he scented we do not know.
sat there waiting. The police of Tomsk
needed a chief. The chief would have

But first I
for you.
to receive from you an answer
to a question. What do you wish for
the most?"
Jansky hesitated. Ills servile mind
saw far into the future, as a rule, but
It could not fathom the meaniug of
What did II
this strange question.
matter to the prince what he wanted
most unless the prince was disposed to
news

pleased

grant it?

should like promotion, your exOf course, I make no claim.
You have
You have befriended me.
mail* me what I am. I have In my
"I

cellency.

a

palace and

a

It seems there Is to be a
old man.
meeting In a few nights."
"A meeting of nihilists in the shops

of Paulpoff?"
"Yes. Now, It has long been suspected that there were many nihilists at
Perm, but the police have not been able

Let me advise you.
yourself—a secret between
the forge
you and me. We will go to
and arrest these Paulpoffs. If we find
proof that they are nihilists, they will
will be
go across the border and you
Then the
inentioued for
to uncover them.
Keep this to

promotion.

i

"At this

particular

easily accompnsnea

time."

moment It Is moro

man at any

uiuui

"If your excellency will explain—11
anything is expected of me, I would"—
"Duty, only duty," broke in the prince.
"But I will explain. You are ulready
that when you were mado In·

aware

speetor of police In Perm the field ol
police activity extended but little farther east. The Cossack guards and the
Tartar cavalry composed the police
over the border. But this sew rallwaj
revolutionizing all that. In each
government through which this line ol
travel passes or is to pass a departle

ment of police is to be established.
There will be new cities develop. There
will be railway stations. The population of Siberia will increase and, though
complex enough at all times, will now
present a far greater variety than ever
before. The entrance of foreigners, of
conspirators, will have to be made less
difficult. The escape of a convict will

be almost a mere act of stepping
upon a train and saying farewell to his
now

guards.

"It will be, therefore, quite necessary
to establish a system of police with
officers of more ability and shrewduese
than the Cossacks who now command
the rude guards who stand sentinels
over the czar's great dominion in Asia.
"Such a department of police has al-

ready been established in
through which the railway is

Tobolsk,

now com-

It is time now for us to think
of such a department In Tomsk."
As the prince and governor paused
the inspector's breath came short and

pleted.

fast

"And, your excellency, In the goodof your heart you have thought

ness

of me?"
"I have been thinking—of several. I
have befriended you. 1 desire to do so
again. But there are difficulties which
Your present poslwe must consider.
tlon, wlille not a low one, still is so
low that the leap from It to the position of superintendent of police of the
government of Tomsk would excite the
Imaginations of certain people at St.

Petersburg."
"Superintendent of police of

Tomsk !"

Jansky cried.
"Certainly. That Is the position for
which I Intend you. I have watched

your career. You are eager, ambitious
What better man
and resourceful.
could I have In such a position? It le
upon you whom I must rely to prevent
the encroachments of our enemies. It
will be the superintendent of my police
who will be my closest confidant. Who
could be more acceptable to me than

you?"

I

desk writing. To each of the four he
but
gave a letter, unsealed, unstamped,
Addressed to each and apparently baving been delivered by the hand of a pri-

messenger.
"Go with me. do what I bid you. and
for a year's
you will have gold rubles
pleasure," he said.
Inspector Jansky. happy and yot agitated at the result of the conference
with the prince, sat In his office in
It
Perm on the following afternoon.
vate

was growing late, and he had looked
hours for Prince Neslerov.
"He was mistaken or he has failed,
he said. "He would have come if there
was a possibility of success.
As he spoke the prince's horse gal-

loped

to the door.
Then success is possible,
"Good!
said Jansky. grasping the hand of hie
noble benefactor.
"Possible! NIt le certain. Come with
me."

Jansky'e horse was soon by the side
of the steed ridden by the prince.
"I made It my business to ride past

the shops of Paulpoff," said the prluce.
"I met there, Just leaving, a man who
in
was, to say the least, discreditable
appearance. I spoke to him, and Vie
was frightened. I saw him crumple a
from
paper In his hand. I snatched it
him. It was a message addressed to
'Number Five' of some mysterious cir-

cle. calling upon the person bearing
that name to come to the shops at a
certain hour tonight. We shall be In

time. Let us ride."
It had so chanced that a number of
accidents to horses had taken place
When
that day on the forest road.
the lneiHiCtor of police and Neslero> arrived, four men were within the shop,
their horses standing outside, and all

apparently in the greatest eagerto have their horses shod. Papa
Paulpoff was visibly disturbed by this
sudden Influx of the horseshoeing businevness, but the giant Vladimir, who
er refused a request if he could help a
human belns. was beginning to make
the shoes. The men did not apparently
know one another, and each growled
continually at the others for being
were

ness

there.

Neslerov, upon arriving at the shop,
whispered to the Inspector, and both

leaped

from their horses.
"Seize the old man and the son!" snld
"1 will search these felNeslerov.
lows."
Poor old Papa Paulpoff turned white
and sank In horror to the ground, suspecting what was coming, but ^ ladlmlr, In whose Innocent mind there was
no suspicion, stood guplng at the newcomers.

thank you, your excellency.
"It Is the prince!" he exclaimed.
thank"—
"What have these poor men done, your
"Walt Thank me with deeds when excellency?"
are
Πβ
we succeed. As I said before, there
Neslerov did not answer him.
difficulties. One cannot leap too great turned to the nearest of the four, wresa distance at once without a cause. We
tled with him a short time, while the
"I

must find a cause."

Abortion Prevented
Saved

a

Calf-Saved

Hood
FCLMl
Abortion

a

Foal.

"I loat four calves and
bad three more cows that
showed signs ot abortion.
One lost her calf the year
at

a

little over 8

months. She was about
1 months along and her
Curt*
wv udder was
badly swollen.
I gave her Hood Farm Abortion Cure as
directed for three weeks. The swelling all
left her and two months later she dropped
the best calf on the farm. I had a mare
that showed signs of abortion. Gave her thli
remedy and she foaled a'llvlng colt." R. C.
ΤϋΟΜΡβοκ, Dows, Iowa.
Two slzes-ll and 12.50. Large four tlmei
dollar size. Call for treatise on Abortion
and Failure to Breed.
Hood Farm Remedies are for sale by
F. A. Shcbtlktf à Co., South Paris, Me.

others ehowed evidences of terror, and
then pulled from his pocket a letter.
"See!" he cried, waving it In the air
and then showing It to the Inspector.
"It Is a message to 'Number Three!'
We have here the five constituting the

cirble."

"Let me read," said the Inspector,
while Vladimir still looked on unconscious of the tragedy that was being
played with himself as its center.
The letter simply commanded "Number Three" to attend a meeting of the

circle at the shops at that hour.
The name of Vladimir Paulpoff was

signed.

"It is enough !" cried Jansky. Paulpoff. I make you my prisoner In the
name of the czar!"
The young Ironworker could, had he
exerted his strength, have thrust the
entire shameless crew from the place
and crashed their skulls together. But

"And the proof?'
"Letters from Vladimir found on
them."
Frances sighed nnd turned sadly

THE OLD

RELIABLE

away.
"You are an American," continued Neslerov, "and cannot understand how a
Ik.· simple
man who appeared to you to
and contented with his lot should prove
to be an assassin. This same spirit
permeates our best society. It comes
to the surface even amoug the relatives
of our highest nobles. My own cousin
I had no pity for
was sent to Siberia.
him, because he was rich, educated ami
Hut the
had no reason to complain.

art
they are always true then—according Paulpoffs—now that I know you
them
will
drivthe
them—I
in
muttered
protect
Interested
standards,"
police

to

power."

large salary.
"Yes." continued Neslerov, "this Paul"Not at all, your excellency—that Is,
poff, as I accidentally discovered. Is the
not so much but what It gave me pleasleader of a band of nihilists who meet
as
I am always busy,
you
ure to obey.
there in the shops. 1 chanced to pass
know."
there yesterday and overheard a bit of
"Yes. you are assiduous. Well, 1 have
between the son and the
conversation
should be

so, us a

unless bo bas ample power. In elevatiu^ dry material tbe amount of power
required 1» not greatly lu excess of that
required for un outtit witb cbuiu carrier. In elevating green silage to tbe
height of tbe average silo, whlcn varies

we

plowed.

obey."

carrier, and we would advise no one ι

♦λ

get rid of various
kinds of worms and insects that are a
iueuace to the crops and not infrequently destroy them. We have never
had corn injured by cutworms or any
other worms on laud that bad been fall

By fall plowing

to the attainment

j

»

The subscriber hereby

scruples,

great muny blower outfits j
will come to me to speak
huve in the past failed to do their work ! humble way endeavored to so acquit opportunity
and
to the minister of Justice for you,
of
silage myself that you would not be displeassatisfactorily. The elevation
will be given to me as
you
undoubtedly
in
its
I would not ask you for more.
by wind is. practically speaking,
ed.
the chief of the Tomsk police."
infancy, but it hus made rapid prog- ; But. since you ask my dearest wish, It
Jansky nodded. It was not for him
The
roes within the last few years.
Is promotion."
ask questions now.
to
to
do
failure of some blower outfits
"It is a possibility." the prince re"I am ready," he said.
their work hus not in all eases been
plied.
"Then tomorrow. I will make still
the fault of the outfit, but the lack of
navlng said this, he deliberately further investigations In my own way,
sufficient power and in many cases the
lighted α cigar, leaving the inspectoi aud we shall be ready to act We must
use of ordinary Judgment iu their operon nettles, wondering If the possibility
both go to Perm from here."
ation.
were to materialize into a fact.
Jansky. not being asked to remain
There is no denying the fact that η
"As I said before, It Is a possibility,"
took his departure. And then
longer,
satisfactooutfit
when
blower
working
said Neslerov and relapsed Into sileuce.
from bis repose the prince besuddenly
than
rily is much better in every way
"I suppose It is always a possibility
man of quick action. He called
a
came
These out- to one so
un ordinary chuln carrier.
powerful as your excellency," from his estate four men In whom he
fits of course require considerably said Jansky, who had a fine talent for
knew he could place the most Implicit
;
more power thun un outfit with chain
flattery.
confidence. He spent some time at his
ing

an

see cause.

charged.

"A cause, your excellency?"
"Whnt I mean Is some potent reason
for tbls great promotion. The chief of
the Tomsk police will hare a palace, a
large Income and will be second only
To obtain that
to myself In power.

ria.
"Sit down." said the prince, and the
Inspector sat down with a suddenness
that proved his desire to please his
sponsor. "I sent for you."
"You did, your excellency. I received
your message and made all haste to

SUaire by Wind Is
Making Rapid ProKrem.
The blower is fust taking the place
of the ordinury chain currier no fur as
feed and silage cutters are concerned.
A grout many farmers and dairymen
are of course u little skcpticul. and
they possibly have good reuson fur be-

food as may be contained therein, says
Orange Judd Farmer writer.
The ground is not so soft and wet iu
MARTHA H. SPOF'FORD, late of Paris, deceased. Will and (>etlUon for probate thereof I fall as it is in spring, and there Is less
resented by Edwin 1. Spofford, the xecutor |
damage sustained by teams tramping
they

was

@s@»eee©s»@6@6e66e6e«»@@@@e®®

lov, could further his possibilities.
Inspector Jansky entered the palace
of the prince with a humility that
would have charmed the poor devils
whom his eagerness had sent to Sibe-

The Klevatloa of

We like to defer our full plowing Juet
Beas lute in the season as possible.
tween the first freezings and thawings
is the best time. Then whatever vegetable matter, stubble or refuse we turn
under begins to decay at once and by
planting time will yield up such plaut

mity of the thing with which he

"You have discovered something?"
Inspector Jansky, having received a
"Yes—a very nesting place for nimessage from Prince Neslerov, hastenhilists."
ed to obey, for he knew the power of
"Good! Give me an idea where this
Neslerov. and if there should chance to
Is. your excellency. There will
place
be promotion in his path at any time
be no more nesting."
Neslerov. as a wealthy noble of fîras"Do you know a forge on the forest

BLOWER OR CARRIER.

A· Late In the Seaaoa a· Poaalble la
Oar Karmer'a Preferred Time.

£}·°ο}

Com/right, 1901, by Chartes & Elhcringion

less of all
of his goal.

No nest l»ox ever patented could woe
from the biddies more eggs than an
old soap box. They seem to feel as
much at home there as anywhere.
The smallest mite is big enough to
make a hen uncomfortable, and she
will not do her best if not comfortable,
Our duty Is plain.—Cor. Farm Journal.

FALL PLOWING.

PROBATE NOTICE».

By Ashley Towne

f®

Attached

Kent Box and Mite·.

Mississippi.

%

vehicle rolled clumsily over the road.
"You said something had happened,"
said Frances. "Is any one sick at the

he did not realize the enor-

even now

to the police of the
government of Term was an
inspector named Ignatz Jansky. He was ambitious to rise one must do something worthy."
and was of that mental and physical
"Oh, If I could but win that distinccaliber that makes a man successful
tion!"
when he bends all his energies, regardeven now within your

of diet.
Is milk any better for her than water? Eggs are largely albumen. Milk
contains albumen; water does not. Tut
the two together for yourself.

versified farming.—W. L. Uutchiuson,

Attorney at Law,
MAINEDiXKIELD,

MYSTERY II
H
OF GRASLOV

Il THE

VLADIMIR SENT TO SIBERIA.

noed the room they occupy.
In the Way of Diet.
The question is sometimes asked
whether or not oyster shells are essential to the production of eggs. Anybody who has watched his hens very
much knows how almost wild they are
to got to the bag of shells, especially if
they huve been deprived of thom for α
time. The hen knows about us well as
any of us what she needs in the way

M.AYTOX K. BROOKS,

i
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CHAPTER III.

pullets

Coûvskae

■

|

Prottt In

for wide backs, length of quarters, deep
flesh and beefing attributes; the Cruickshanks or Scotch family, noted for
heavy weight with broad, deep forms,
heavy flesh, vigor aud early maturity.
The Shorthorn of today should refleet a blending of the three family

Surgeon Dentist,

j

moved and taken the hen along with it

and finish, with a combination of milk
and beef qualities; the Booths, famous

BUCK,

L.

DiveralSed farming.

been represented mainly by three family types—the Hates, noted for style

PARKER,

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
MAINE.
KIMFORD FALLS,
A Special Collection Department.
Ralph T. Parke
i« orge 1». Bisbee,
il

to

The Shorthorn breed of English cattle
In the course of its development has

Terme Moderate.

UlSBEE

SHORTHORN CATTLE.
Popular With Small Farmer·—Adapt-

Auctioneer,

Licensed

World lia· Mured and Taken
the Hen Alonts With It.

A tow yours ago we used to think a
boaui in the tup of the burn was good
enough fur the hens. Never thought of
watering theui. They could pick up α !
living around the barn floor. But we
wore surprised enough in those days if
Ten chance· to one
we found x:< egg.
it was cracked open from "stem to
gudgeon" by the frost if we did happen to find one. Now we know this
was simply the worst way imaginable
to treat the hens. The world has

ma

j'uujps of all kinds, presses, gi ns, plsΚ and promptly rcb> ,, knives, traps, etc., neat
Steam and water piping done to onler.
V.red.

'mue»,
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be seen.
The wolfhound that had been Vladimir's pet sat whining upon the porek
and was evidently weak with hunger.
"Old Boris!" cried Frances, leaping
from the drosky. "Where Is your handwas not to

somo

master?"

hound, who remembered her.
placed his cold nose In her hand lovingly. He seemed to feel that he had
The

"Seel" he cried. "It is η message to
'Number Three!"'
one of the wretches who had brought
them there sprang forward, seized
them and rushed unhindered from the

found a friend.
Frances stepped to the d^or aud pushed it open.
"Oh!" she cried.
She had opened the door on Prince
Nicholas Neslerov, who stood there,
about to depart, evideutly, with a painting under his arm.
"Mile. Gordon," he said, with a bow

place.

The proof Is gone!"
"The letters!
howled Jansky.
"We have seen them. It is enough,"
said Neslerov calmly.
At this point Mamma Paulpoff came
in. In consternation and helpless horror she saw her husband in the grasp

and smile.
"Where are the PaulpofTs?" she asked.
"Why, you have not. then, been informed of their misfortune?"
"Misfortune! I knew nothing of any
misfortune. What has happened?"

of an inspector of police.
"What Is this?" she cried.
"It is nothing, mother," said Vladimir. "These men have found some letHave
ters. but I did not write them.
We shall soon set ourselves
peace.
free."
The three
a

"They

"Dead!

die. they were so old.
but Vladimir! Impossible! So young
and powerful! Nothing but the weapon
of an enemy could kill him in this

were

told their stories—clear, lucid, con-

or

vincing—to the governor of Perm. The
word of a prince and governor and of
an inspector of police was not to be

healthy place."
"I spoke as we speak, mademoiselle.
The Paulpoffs are not really dead. We
epeak of a man who is caught in crime
He is
and sent off—exiled—as dead.

There was no trial, no hearbut a report to the minister of justice at St. Petersburg.
In three days the Paulpoffs—old man,
old woman and the unresisting giant—
were on the way to Siberia on the railway which Gordon had helped to build.

doubted.

ing—nothing

dead to his friends and to the world
You understand?"
Frances stood rigid and white, the
package of books forgotten in the
hands of the drosky driver. Her nails
bit into the tender flesh of her clinched hands. Her eyes studied the face
of the governor of Tomsk.
"Vladimir lias not been causlit in any
crime." she said, with a sort of uasp.
"Impossible! Ile was so simple and

CHAPTER IV.
THE MEETING

IT

TTIE FORGE.

AT

characteristic of Frances
Gordon that, no matter how great
the stress of social or other duties. her mind never lost room
for such favorite schemes as were closest to her heart
It was by reason of this characteristic that, while her busy father was
Λιinn in Mm mvtitorlna ntirl intricacies of
was

S-Mo«ow

What crime?"
gainst
"Conspiracy
majesty the czar."

honest!

«.forence

VT.

new for France, to
far ns from Moscow <°
Perm but on this occasion her father,
with some sort of premonition, begge
h.T to send the books by messenger.
"Oh no/ she said in her quiet manf insistence. "We are aliout to re·
to the east, «nd I shall not see
poor Vladimir for a long time.
-Ilang Vladimir!" excla med Gordon

nothing
as

tun^

as he saw his self willed young lady
steu into the drosky.

ing his guilt. But the inspector was
certain, and so all that was left to me
I
was to ask Vladimir what favor
could perform for him. lie asked me
to send him this picture, and I have arranged with the governor of Perm to
permit it to be passed along to hjm."
"It is a beautiful face," said Frances.
"Vladimir has the soul of a great artist in him. Hut in Siberia he"—
She shuddered and ended her sen-

Hir».rt

another drosky to taKe
nreeloua books to the forge.
The driver was a huge.
vldunl wlio.se face was covered wit ι a

S-rTrHTsS
his superior, was heavy

ae

jSSSStS^ï
Ε

tence abruptly.
"I have done more for him. for you,"
continued Xeslerov. "There Is another
picture—he painted from memory. I
have arranged to purchase It for a good
and lie shall not lose the money

"TS women!··

he .ald to ^maelt
"They pav nothing nnd have fblnfca

happen to* them.

I shall

get

"HSZ '.«rpeTioward
kv driver

American.

price,
I promised

him. It was a beginning to
ccrtnin steps I had thought of to assist
him."
"My own face!" cried Frances iu astonishment as Xeslerov showed the

Into trou-

the vehicle,

second picture.
"Yes, and the remarkable part of It is
it took him but a short time. I described you, and he remembered you, and
between the two he managed a very
creditable work. I shall cherish this
picture while I live.
"My picture!" murmured the girl
again, looking at the sweet yet strong
artist had
young face the blacksmith
upon the canvas. "And all from

"She must be English or an
It abe waa a Russian. ah.

"Cr.rc"»mp.e
parte °χρ=
_,,th

of Russia.
Ills elasa In all
Into the drosky and

Bheealmly stepped

^wa^y'^tnahopaofth.
South road/ abe
aa
raulpoffa, on the
"Paulpoff—Michael raulpoff and hit

placed
memory!"

Vladimir. Do >oU know them'
-Yes, I know them. But do you
know-what has

ion

"No.

"No; but"—

The oollce

inspector came

"Au^trouble herer

'^•Trouble?
-I

waa

"Yes, from memory and my description," said Xeslerov. "Your face is so
indelibly Imprinted upon my memory

baPPen®d,ur,

lias any one been ill t

up.

be naked abarp

Oh, no!" replied France.
just asking the driver aom<

togor
'^r^ityouwiab
Ironworkera
uulpoff.
—I

"To the

warning look that meant voUm« ι
to the initiated shot from the Inspecte
were

whipped up. jgjft!

Aching Joints

^arta oHhe bidTâre8 Pinte
SS —oVrSwhich
that we

I have already taken
steps to befriend them. In Tomsk there
Is great neinl of such ironworkers now

that the railroad has gone beyond the
Obi, and I have sent my petition to the
minister of Justice to have them sent
as
to Tomsk. They will not be treated
convicts, but as honorable workers."
"What was the crime?" asked FranShe was very pale, but quite
ces.

Son

we

Sareapnrille.
do

i,a7C

MJ

without it

rheumatloŒ

calm.

r8 Sarsapa·

s,»? » srptf'rt

S!«.«r^:sSn?,.tow.

Hood's Sarsapartlla !
and Pills

Remove the

cause

of

outward application

can.
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"Why, It became known to Inspectoi
Jansky of the police that a certain number of men congregated here and seemed to hold secret meetings. He investigated and discovered that this was the

headquarters of

a

circle of nihilists

He arrested them all, but many es-

fake toem » caped."

WERE 15 NO SUBSTITUTE

1 have loved you ever
"I love you.
We
since the day I saw you first
have beautiful women In ltussla. hut
none liko you. I am rich, powi rful and
am not offering you an empty name.
Will you be my wife, my princess?"
"Prince Neslerov," said Frances gmtly, but still in a tone of reproof, "you
cannot mean, I am sure, to take adat
vantage of my situation, alone ami

Historic City of Iadla.
Delhi Is the most historic city In til
India. It may not be the oldest, although it lays claim to α respectable
middle age, dating from 1000 B. C. At
that time the master of Delhi called
himself emperor of all the world, and
emperors, at least of India, have ruled
there almost ever since. Old Delhi,
without the walls, is a city of picturYou are a gentleman esque ruins; imperial Delhi, the modyour mercy.
Please leave such words for a more Ut ern city, was created by Shah Jehao, a
ting occasion."
contemporary of Queen Elizabeth.
"All occasions are the same to a man
From the (late of the first Mohamwho loves as I do." answered Neslerov. medan incursion, A. D. 715, perpetual
"I asked your father. Ile treated the warfare raged round Delhi until at
matter as of no concern. To me It is length she yielded to the irresistible
Make me happy, the world power of the Moguls. The city was
my life.
Refuse me. you plunge me alternately Mohammedan and Hindoo
Is yours.
into deep despair. I do not care tu live during a groat many years and tinally,
without you."
in 1S03, was made British by General
"What nonsense!" said Frances. "Ev- Lake. Delhi has the finest and largest
erybody has sooner or later to live mosque in India. It took 0,000 men six
without a loved one. My father— I—my years to build it The noble tomb of
mother died many years ago. He loved the Emperor Humayan marks the
her. He has been true to her til· mory. change of creed which followed the
Moslem invasion, while the observabut he has lived."
"Ah, but that Is not the same tiling tory of Jai Singh and the deserted hall
it all. Had I possessed you for a time of the seventy columns recall the short
and lost you at the command of death, triumph of Brahmaulsm.
then I could live, happy In the blessed
Wli> He Didn't Vote.
memory. But to love you and lose you
to another! Ah, I would kill him!"
An Alabamian tells this story of his
Such words do not negro coachman, who invariably voted:
"You are mad.
Inspire love in the heart of an Ameri- On one particular election day he recan girl. Fools kill their rivals, but it turned home In the afternoon with a
Is a poor revenge. I do not love you. countenance that looked as If It had
prince, ami so cannot marry you. Let been taking some familiarities with a
that end the matter. I must now re- buzzsaw.
turn to Moscow."
"What's the matter, Zack?" I asked,
"You shall not go till you are mine!" with some solicitude.
cried Neslerov, driven to madness by
"It's this way, boss: I went up there
her coldness. Ile sprang forward and to the votin' place, and there wuz the
slammed the door, shutting tii in ; i me county undertakah, sah, a-slttin' with
In the unoccupied house. He stepped a big book open 'foah him. and he sea
toward her. His breath came hot ι:. o*i to me right sharplike, 'What's your

her cheeks.

en

ίο seize

His arms were outstretch-

ijer.

ih-h·

»aa

.1

««.m»

imd passion in liis eyes.
She knew uo help was near or possible. The drosky driver was a Russian
and would not fight the prince. She

name? 'Zack Taylor,' I sez, humble.
'Let's see,' says the undertakah. And
he turned over the leaves of the book.
All of a sudden he stopped tumin' and
begin to run his finger down the page,
mutterln' to himself, 'Taylor, Taylor,
Taylor, Taylor—Zack.' And putty soon
he hollered out: 'lleah It Is. You black
scoundrel, I dun buried you ten year

iu
What you menu oy irym
ago!
Just then a passel of white
vote?'
men tuk and throw nie out. and den I
dun come home 'foah dey could bury

me

again!"

She Strove to Plrue.

The waiter girl at our table wa9 Imbued with a sincere desire to give satisfaction. She did her best to get from
the kitchen precisely what each board·
er ask«tl for, and she succeeded very
well indeed.
The other evening ut dinner she said
Interrogatively to each man in turn,
"Chicken or tomato soup?" and one
made answer, "Tomayto," and the sec-

"SUinil lack, you Insulter!"
scream, but her mice could not
reach within two miles of the nearest
house. The threatening Hps. the touch

might

ond said "Tomawto soup, please," and
the third added, "I'll take tomatto."
Whereupon the intelligent maiden
delivered the several orders into the
kitchen in this wise, "One tomayto
soup, one tomawto soup and one to-

matto soup."
of which would lie pollution, were near
Thus each guest received precisely
her own. With a quick movement she what he had asked fyr and was happy
slipped her hand into her pocket.
until the next order was taken.
"Stand hack, you insulter:" she said,
But that is another course.—Judge.
with a cold, steely voice.
was
of
a
revolver
The shining barrel
She Followed Instruction·.
thrust into his face. It was not a large
A lady once employed a girl to assist
silwith
weapon and was ornamented
her In her housework. One day the
to do exver, but It was large enough
mistress wanted to make a pudding,
ecution at short ratine, and it was al- and. having bought some plums, she
lie
most in Neslerov's very mouth.
explained to the girl how to stone
staggered back, taken by surprise.
them. She picked up a plum and took
"You she devil!" he cried.
out the stone; then, thinking the girl
With an upward motion he made a* knew how to do them, she put the plum
hand.
her
if to knock the revolver from
in her mouth and left the kitchen. The
She bent the barrel downward. The servant came into the drawing room
contact with his hand exploded one half an hour later and said. "Please,
The flash blinded him.
cartridge.
The hostess demum, I've tinished."
There was a red mark on his forehead
for the kitclvn and beheld a
parted
where the bullet grazed the skull. Half
plate full of stones only. "Where are
stunned and cursing, lie fell back.
"I've
the plums, Jane?" she asked.
walked
Frances
Opening the door,
eaten 'em, mum, as you showed me!"
was
waiting,
driver
out. The drosky
was the maid's reply.
lie had heard the shot.
"Do you see this?" she demanded,
Λ Qncfttlonulilo PedlCTee.
pointing the revolver at his head.
Three little school children were seri"Yes," he stammered.
ously discussing the social conditions
"I have Just shot Prince Nevlerov. If
and positions of their respective parsta
the
to
me
railway
not
take
do
you
ents and their ancestry, each one evibefore
there
me
and
Perm
at
get
tion
dently determined to go one better than
other
the
will
I
us.
empty
he overtakes
the other.
four bullets into your head."
"Mother says I am descended from
himto
Then
"Get in." he mumbled.
queen of Scots," triumphantly
Mary,
women
self he said: "These American
asserted little Eva.
are devils!
They are better fighters
"So am I then," retorted Cousin
than the Cossacks!"
Willie.
[το as ooirrnnnœ. J
"Don't bo silly, Willie," Interpolated
the third. "Why, you're α boy Γ'—New

Young Plants

Every farmer knows that
some plants grow better than

jthers. Soil may be the same
md seed may seem the same
jut some plants are weak and
others strong.
And that's the way with
«d to her incredible.
"But you will befriend him," she said, jhildren.
They are like young
without answering his remark. "You
Same
food, same home,
Λ large pari jlants.
are powerful In Itussia.
You
control.
some grow big
but
under
Is
care
>ame
your
of Siberia
can make the life of the Paulpoffs
others stay
while
md
strong
pleasant there If you wish."
weak.
and
small
hiddeu
were
He bowed, and his eyes
from her.
"Believe me,

affecte the muscles also.
Ρ
Sufferers dread to mo\ oqnpciaU«
after sitting or lying long, and their
ta commonly worn, to »e<
weather.
■It
been without
father thinks he
He has been trouι h

that I could describe each line, each
feature, with the utmost accuracy."
She looked at him in astonishment.
He had made frequent attempts to
make love to her, but she had always
skillfully repulsed him. That this could
be true—that this man whose life was
hei
one round of pleasure should have
face so impressed upon his mind seem·

Pare

prise,

Imperial

their way to Siberia."
She had
Frances swayed a little.
studied Russian customs and Russian
justice and shuddered as site realized
the horrible torture in store for these
simple work people who had never, she
felt convinced, harbored an evil thought
against any man. To her they hail aland
ways spoken in terms of loyalty
praise of the czar.
The face of Xeslerov was inscrutable,
lie held tlu> picture loosely and carelessly, and the girl caught a glimpse of
the face.
"That is Vladimir's picture!" she
cried. "What are you doing with it?"
"I am sending it to him," was the reply of Xeslerov. "It so happened that
I had occasion to visit my chateau near
Graslov aniT rode by here at the time
the inspector of police was making the
arrest. I remembered what you said to
I
me at Moscow and tried to do what
could for the poor fellow, at first doubt-

,„d «lie dill so. These
«table package. and α droakyι
called to convey her to the railwaj
was

which were standing peacefully enough
where he left them.
"I wish to speak one word before we
leave here," said the prince, taking the
hand of Frances, which she, In her sur
permitted him to hold a moment.

on

blacksmith.
hold sevn.u
several
Dnrini: a conversation held

travel alone

his

POWDER
Absolutely

ately

"And where is he now?"
"On the way to Siberia."
"Siberia! Vladimir Paulpoff sent to
Jiberla! And where are his parents?"
"One in a family taken red handed
nil
T)w. ulil iicniile are also

ι
Of which Increased as the time
nration and departure drew near
ν ranees bethought her of a nttii ί,
Ρ

"n

dead."

All the Paulpoffs dead! ImPapa PaulpolT and Mamma

possible!
Paulpoff might

thrust into
dungeon. The prince and the inspect-

Paulpoffs

are

from further harm."
"I thank you." said Frances sadly.
Neslerov slipped a coin into the hand
of the drosky driver, and lie immcdi
had cause to go to his horses,

Scott's Emulsion offers

;asy way

out of the

an

difficulty.

Jhild weakness often means
tarvation, not because of lack
>f food, but because the food

Iocs not feed.
Scott's Emulsion really feeds
tnd gives the child growing

iirenglh.

Whatever the cause of weakto grow—
ness and failure
Scott's Emulsion seems to find
it and set the matter right.
Srott

Send for free sample.
ft liownt, Chemists, 409 IVnrl St., New York
yjc. and f ι.υυ ; all drugguU,

York Times.

Valuable Predletio·.
do you remember three
months ago that you predicted positively that I would be a dead man In

"Doctor,

six weeks?"
"Why, yes. I""Well, I've got a friend in the next
room who is despondent about himself.
Just tell him there is uo hope for him,
will you?"—New York Herald.
Aatronomx Before Cfcrlat.
About 500 B. C. Anaxagoras of Ionia
When he "grew up In wiawas born.
dom," be was the first to teach the
course and cause of both solar and
lunar eclipses and to give his followers rules whereby they could distinguish planets from fixed stars. He
was

punished

■un was

not a

for

god.

declaring that the

A Bee Line.
The directness of the bee's flight la
proverbial. The shortest distance between any two given points is called a
bee line. Many observers think that the
immense eyes with which the insect ia
furnished greatly assist, if they do not
entirely account for, the arrowy

Btralghtnesa of
air.

its passage

through the

Striking Similarity.
a woman like timet
Benedict—Because she never fails to
get her man In the end.
Bachley—No; because she reveal· all
▲

Bachley—Why is

things.—Exchange.

BETHEL.
BUCKFIELD.
Rev. F. Κ. Barton has been visiting in
The familiar form of Amial Jones apno morning service was held
peared in town on the arrival of the ! Boston and
! η the Univerealist chnrch last Sunday
Tain Thursday morning.
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
C. H. Prince and wife came to their : norning.
ISSl'Ei) TCISDAT3.
Mr. Charles D. Manny of Newcastle,
jome from Portland Tuesday.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
for a few days'
J. F. Packard and daughter Lenora iî. B., joined hie family
risit here. Formerly Mr. Manny had
arrived from Boston Monday.
HILL.
PARIS
1902.
in Gilead, but
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, NOV. 4,
J. A. Rawson and Mrs. Rawson went :harge of the spool mill
for several years has been in the employ
ΓγΜ Baptist Church, Ββτ. Η. H. BUhop, to Portland Thursday.
has entire
and
J. F. Packard and daughter Lenora ar- )f the Clark Spool Co.
Pastor. Preaching everv Sundav at 11 A. m.
1
of the business in Newcastle.
School m Û M. Sabbath STMlaf 8er
Sunday
:harge
Boston
from
rived
Monday.
OODÀ
FORB8S,
A ΤW
vice at ? *> p. m. Prayer Meeting Thur*!ay
Mrs. Ο. M. Mason, Mrs. Ames, Mrs:
J. H. C'ary and Wm. Cressey, of Salem,
evening M 7 30 p. m.
3. R. Wiley and Mrs. F. L. Edwards atEditor· tad Proprietor·.
l'n'.ver«aîl»t Church, Bev. J. H. Little. Pastor. Mass., returned from up country with
Preahlng »erTlce every Sunday at 11 a. M. two young deer Tuesday.
Thursday, tended the Univerealist convention at
A. K. Fouks.
from the
ÛBOM· M. ATWOOD
•Sunday scboo at 12 H.
Sir. Carey taking the deer and other south Paris, representatives
all good Univerealist church in Bethel.
It is not perhaps generally known that lame, with the remark "That
Whooping cough has appeared in the
this fall. times have an end," left for hie home
a deer has been shot in town
I kkhi
school in our village and many of
·1 > » rear if paid Orlctly la advance.
public
in Salem.
it
until
of
learn
did
not
Democrat
The
4
«nu.
λ
Otherwise $2.·ν year. Slng'.e copie·
Wm. Irish fell down cellar last Mon- the scholars in the primary department
it was some two
last
week,
though
Ail >g*l a-.'vertl sement»
Αι>τκ*τ:<»μ«γγ·
with ire unable to attend.
weeks ago that it was done. George S. iav cutting his scalp quite badly
are iiven tare* contecutîr· Insertions for ·1ΛΊ
Thursday evening the C. E. served
ither bruises. It took an hour and a
t>er Inch le length οt column. Spécial contracte Boutelle and L. K. Stone were out early
a
supper in Garland Chapel, followed by
îu1« wtic .ocal, transient an 1 yearly · lverU»- one morning.
Boutelle tired at the deer half of doctoring. He is getting along
of
en.
to sit rery pleasing programme, consisting
in the woods near the river a little above juite well, though not in condition
ι short entertainment from the phonoob Paurrixo:—New type, tast pre·*··. »teaiu where
Irving Andrews cut off the wood for a photo.
followed by a piano solo by Miss
pow«r, e.ip«rlence<i workmn ana low price· two
graph,
was
but
She
went
down
ago.
buel·
of
our
years
combine lo make thl· department
BRYANT POND.
Billings. Miss Alice Chamberlin renderoff.
and
ιβ·» complete anil popular.
They
up
again
immediately
Alonzo Felt lias had part of the store ed a vocal solo; Prof. Ilanscom gave a
tracked her toward the north a short
rented by W. G. Morton for furni- reading and Mr. and Miss Weed of
distance and then lost her. An hour or lately
ture rooms and fancy articles, finished Cleveland, Ohio, gave piano solos. Mrs.
two later Stone, coming out on a high
COMING EVENTS.
off for a dwelling house, and it is oc- E. C. Bowler read a selection and Kev.
bank beside the brook, some distance
Gleason gave a paper upon
C. N.
cupied by Charles Swan's family.
V v. t
••tfori Pomor-t Grange, Wm Ml not
some
in
the
deer
saw
below Cole's mill,
Miss Lida Wheeler of Gorham, Χ. Π., •Words." which was interesting and inΝ·'Τ *. 5,'j
Annua, meeting of Maine state
shot
tired
a
the
and
under
bank,
bu>hes
visited Miss Essie Bowker recently.
Pomologiea! vxletr, Karmlngton.
tructive. It was a very pleasant affair
which finished her.
They found that
l»ec. ltt IS.—Maine state Orange, Portîau'i.
Miss Nell Preble visited at Dexter And brought satisfactory financial reBoutelle's shot had broken her foreleg.
sults.
Peverley's last week.
It was a doe. thought to be a yearling.
NEW ADVEKTISEMKNTS.
Mrs. Fred Stevens has been visiting
Thursday night about midnight, Mrs.
There have been several deer in the
her people at Athol, Mass.; returned L'linton Barker passed away suddenly at
The Crocker Fountain Pen.
woods in that vicinity during the past
home last week.
her late home on High Street. Mrs.
Comfort an'I Health.
few months, but this is the only one capMiss Mary Stevens is at home on a two Barker had been critically ill for several
Prospectus of Country Gentleman.
tured so far.
For sale.
weeks' vacation from her school at months from organic heart disease, but
Notice of Bankruptcy.
Miss Mary H. Taylor of Boston is at
Hiram.
her condition for the past few weeks had
For Sale.
A. T. Forbes' for a few days. She
Mrs.
-HuaUon Wante-i.
Miss Lena Felt has been at home for a liiven her family hopes of a comfortable
a
take
to
York
^>>es next week t<> New
Notl<-e of Appointment.
short time.
degree of health. The fatal attack wail>ost-graduate course of three months in
Fred Lurvey has finished work at the ve rv sudden. A husband has lost a good
there.
a
hospital
national W C T. U.
grist mill of Edwin Andrews and will wife and a daughter and son have lost a
Mr. Case is in town for a few days.
This letter *α· In ten· te· 1 for !a»l week'?
work for Edwin Mann in the clothes pin most devoted mother, and a host oi
the
and
In
late
in
the
reaching
schools
but
ae>v««art.?
The
Partridge
i/e!utc
pa:-er,
mill.
friends and neighbors will miss the
oAce, wa« unatoM kbiy le ferre· I.
Forbes Districts will unite in an enterThe sick folks are convalescing. Mrs. cheery smile with which she always
at
the
to
be
the
Partridge
tainment
of
given
convention
The 2'Jth annual
Bessie Billings was able to be moved to greeted thein, Mrs. Barker had been a
National Woman's Christian Temperance school house Friday evening. Proceeds her father's, Horatio Bryant's, the first member of the Congregational church
a dictionary for <
used
to
be
to
Theatre,
Jefferson
in
purchase
held
l'nion was
of the week.
for years.
the Partridge school.
Portland, Oct. IT to 22.
G. L. Stephens. Harry Day and Fred
Prof, and Mrs. Chapman will close
Monthly meeting of the directors of ! Farnum have returned from the lakes, their summer residence in Bethel, Nov.
There was a larce attendance, several
states sending a large number of dele- Paris Hill Library Association Tuesday. and the deer are still roaming free and 10.
at 3 p. it., at Hamlin Megates. Many of the Maine White Kib- November 4,
unmolested as they were before they
The Ladies' Club will hold a cake
A. E. Eastman, clerk.
b«>ners aiso attended, making large morial Hall.
took their hunting trip.
sale next Thursday.
of
the
here
has
been
received
Sews
session.
j Horace Cushman is stopping at home
audiences at each
of Sweetland, j
8ROWNFI&LD
Many brilliant capable women were death of Samuel C. Kelley
for a while. He and his little brother,
He was the last of a family of
-t ites. anil the I 'wa.
various
the
from
Oct. 24, Miss Patty Wentworth passed
Ernest, and Master Alden Chase have
present
He leaves six children. ;
-'ate presidents, national organizers an<l ten children.
ht r 91tth birthday. She is totally blind
been camping out part of this week.
severlecturers, and department superintend- f■ ·ur s as ;md two daughters, also
Miss Helen Cushman went to RumforH and very hard of hearing, still she will
of bright al grandchildren, nis wife, who died
ents. represent a galalaxy
Falls last Sunday and returned home the converse with friends as intelligently as
consecrated Christian women of which about ten years ago, was the oldest sister middle of the week, bringing her brother, a much younger person. She keeps
Mr.
Maine.
B.
Eastman, Paris,
well-informed on what is going on around
all may justly feel proud. But none were •f 11.
Arthur, with her.
I
Kelley was about 77 years old.
more loved and honored than our own
Mrs. Ada Barden and Laura and Alice her. She is kindly cared for by her
in
Paris
letters
office,
Advertised
post
Mr- >tevens. t >r -he was unanimously
of West Paris, visited at James Bowker s sister. Miss Mary, who devotes her whole
till the ofltt of National N'ov. 1st:
elected to
and Fred Lurvey's, leaving here on the time in trying to make her comfortable
Hi/a
Tlbbeit*.
Mr*.
her life pleasant.
President.
stage in the afternoon for Rumford and make
Ml»* ΚI va Lev
The it;·>rninir and afternoon sessions
Mrs. Daniel Wentworth of Michigan,
Falls to visit her brother, Frederick
Mr«. Oar'e·» Harrl*.
were principally devoted to reports of
of Gray, sisters of the
Mrs.
Merrill
and
A. C. Klktns
Dunhams.
department superintendent.-, introducMrs. Lalia Estes went to Montreal last Misses Wentworth, are visiting at the
Hiram R. Hubbard and wife have been I
tion of visitors. and the necessary busi-pending tw<< or three days at Lewiston Friday, meeting her husband there, milk- old homestead.
ness attending such a great convention.
Mrs. Josiah Davis of Denmark, while
and Augusta.
ing some visits in other places and reDuring each day there were also many
visiting at Mrs. Mary Spring's, was taken
Mrs. Ε. H. Guyer of Rock Island. 111., turning home Monday.
sick and died Oct. 25. The remains were
department conference», conducted by is at the Hubbard House for a few days.
GRAFTONL
the various nat:< nal superintendents,
taken to Denmark for interment.
Mrs. F Ε. Beedy of Bailey's Island
to
value
be
of
great
which cannot fail to
The ground is white with snow this
A. R.
Hill, representative-elect to
and Mrs. L. M. Goodwin of Auburn are
conventhis
and
who
attended;
th· -e
spending the fall with Dr. M. M. Hough- Thursday morning. was here on a visit legislature, held a reception 29.and entertion. pronounced to i»e a-good if not the ton.
Mrs. Nettie Fuller
taintnet at Town nail, Oct.
Oyster
best of any held since the institution of
supper at Odd Fellows banquet rooms.
The funeral «>f Mrs. Maria Marble, to her father. Gilbert Tyler, last week.
the W. C. T. U.. will have great intluence w d<>w it Franklin S.
and
the
who
fell
from
music
Gilbert
and
instrumental
Vocal
high
Tyler,
Marble, was held at
and educational value, especially in the Woodfords
afternoon at 2 o'clock beams in his barn nearly two weeks ago. speeches were the order of the evening
Friday
Eastern states.
from the residence. No. 1 RaekletT receiving quite severe injuries, has near- and the effect was enjoyed by a full house.
The special feature of the opening Street. Rev. Η. E. Townsend.
from the effects of his fall
Mrs. Ε. B. Bean and Mrs. Jacob Hatch
pastor of ly recovered
Dr. Fitch is
are siek with pneumonia.
Friday morning was the aunual address the Woodfords Universalist church, of I hear.
N.
XL
L.
Mrs.
of the National President.
George Newton is a guest at Mrs. N. the attending physician.
which the deceased was a member, conwas
address
The
Stevens of Portland.
ducted the services. The interment was M. Brown's.
WEST SUCKFIELD.
carefully prepared at some length, was at Evergreen. Mrs. Marble has many
Mrs. Floyd Searlesand little daughter,
and
the
in
Mr. and Mrs. Simpson of Turner visitnewspapers,
widely reported
friends in this village and vicinity. Mrs. who have beeu visiting at her father's,
printed in pamphlet form for distribu- O. A. Thayer and Mrs. John Pierce at- A. F. Brooks', the past few weeks, have ed Mrs. Emma Bonney last week.
James Richards has returned from
tion. This address was tilled with wise tended the funeral.
returned to their home in Andover.
counsel and able recommendations which
John Howe and Leon Brooks, who Wilton.
we have not space to enumerate.
Henry Cummings is at work for Harry
FRYEBJRG.
bought Arthur Farrar's farm, came here
I quote these words from an editorial
Buck.
The I'nion conference of Congrega- the first of the week, to cut pulp wood
Oct.
Levi Turner spent a night last week
in the I.ewiston Journal of Friday.
tional Churches met here Wednesday from the place.
IT: "We read with profound interest and
Mr. Sewelî Pratt has a new door for with his niece. Mrs. H. H. Buck.
and Thursday. There was a large atMrs.
of
address
annual
the
able
Fred and Mont Bennett were at work
pride
his house, and a new hard wood floor is
tendance.
Stevens, and heartily concur in all she
at Buckfield last week.
Mr. E.iu'ene Kenerson has moved into to be laid in the kitchen.
Thomas and Montelle Bradbury were
says 'f the benetit to ihis state of the Mrs. Perkins' house.
Mrs. C. T. Parker and two children
laws prohibiting the manufacture and
went to Hanover on a visit to her sister, at home Sunday.
The drinking fountain is completed.
sale of intoxicating liquors.''
Mrs. G. II. Warren, Gertrude and
P. Davis, recently, also to friends
Mr. Charles Kimball and Mrs. Cora Mrs.
Hazel Warren were at Harry Buck's
Friday evening was "welcome night," Stevens were married Oct.
Rev. B. in Bethel ami Xewry.
by
with cordial speeches of welcome from
Saturday and Sunday.
N. Stone.
V C ν n ν
Mayor Boot h by and others, and an able
Social at the academy given by the
OXFORD.
were
address by Judge Bonncy. Songs
SUNDAY RIVER.
sophomore class Thursday evening.
Rev. Mr. Newport attended the semisung by L. T. L. of our State Reform
a
service
has
Maker
of
evening
Mr.
Wednesday
praise
Lawrence, Mass.,
annual Congregational conference at
School.
G. Willard.
was conducted by Mr. C.
the John Eames farm.
Mexico.
Saturday evening was in charge of the Rev. J. B. Saer of Bridgton lectured on bought
has
returned
from
Bemis
Mr.
Long
The \V. R. C. took in fifty dollars at
There was a
L. T. L. and Y. branch.
is
F.
house.
Jerusalem.
Kendall's
and
finishing
their recent fair.
chorus of "j1 χ» children from the Portland
business meeting of the
aunual
The
a lumber job
Will
Powers
has
taken
Wilfred Perkins is buying and packSunuav m uwI\ and an auuress u> .mix
ladies' circle was postponed until Mon- in Ketchum.
Christina Tinling of Manchester, Enging apples.
(iav evening on account of the rain.
H. M. Williamson is getting a nice
land.
1
.1.»..
U...1
VI..,
H.,11
WmtAmm
NORTH ALBANY.
crop of potatoes.
Sunday afternoon was given a most evening, Oct. 31.
Laura Littlehale went on the excursion
Mrs. Iinogene Brown and Mrs. Martha
helpful and inspiring annual sermon by
Mrs. Joeeph Chandler and her daugh- to Boston. She will spend the winter Kimball returned fom their visit to MasMiss Eliz-ibeth W. Greenwood. New
ter. Mrs. Charles, of Bryantville, Mass., there.
sachusetts Monday.
York.
are the guests of Mist. Fannie Tibbetts.
Miss Preble of Bryant's Pond will
The Brown boys are cutting timber on
Sunday evening the meeting was held
the old Hill farm. John and Robert
keep the winter term of school here.
in city hall, w hich was literally packed
HEBRON.
II. Kendall is running his cider mill.
Kimball are at work for them.
to the doors, hundreds being turned
Miss Annie Glover was in Portland a
Miss Locke and sister, Mrs. Douglas,
11. I). Pike of Sweden visited his sisaway. Lady Henry Somerset of Eng- few days last week.
visited relatives in Upton last week.
ter. Mrs. J. E. Good, last week.
land, world's W. C. T. I". president, was
Mrs. Cornelia Moody got home from
Mrs. Martha Kimball has gone to
While awa>
given a great ovation, and the addresses M issachusetts Monday.
WILSON'S MILLS.
Stark, Ν. H., to work this winter for a
by Lady Somerset and Kev. Henry S. she visited her son, J. F. Moody, Jr.,
J. ('. Bean is having the family burial Mr. Potter.
Sanders of London were listened to with who is
teaching in Exeter, Χ. II.
lot graded, posts set and a nice fem e
T. G. Kimball is now stopping at his
profound interest and attention.
The ladies' circle met Tuesday and
put around it.
son's, Leslie Kimball's. Abner Kimball
was
'*Demonstration
Monday evening
gave a supper in the vestry.
The circle. King's Daughters, met with is at work for him too.
Night" by the National Superintendents
Rain has been in order as often as any- Mrs. F. A. Flint
Thursday. They are
of Departments and was of great inter- one could wish the past few weeks.
NORWAY LAKE
now working, hoping to help a little on a
est.
The telephone poles are nearly all set
C. A. Stephens' family are to go to
salary for a pastor when the church is
Tuesday evening was Platform Night. and we understand the wires will be put finished.
the village to stay this winter.
Subject. Dues Prohibition Prohibit? up next week.
Mrs. Nora Bennett is up on a visit to
Benj. Cary, who has been visiting his
Sheriff Dunn of Portland gave an adMany apples have been sold in this her sister, Mrs. C. T. Fox.
uncle. David Flood, returned to his
audience.
dress of much interest to the
vicinity ami many more still on hand.
Ν". K. Bennett is at home for a few home in Portland Wednesday.
At request of the delegates he sent to
Norway Lake Woman's Club will meet
days hut will return to Colebrook early
GREENWOOD.
afternoon
next
the convention the
Proin the week to be under the care of Dr. with Mrs. 0. A. Boober Nov. 12.
A>fa!n 'tit* November, ju.t the time to cut timber,
to
and
Bisbee
Sheriffs
Skillings
Deputy
Ε. E. Jones.
\n«l price» rule higher thau ever before;
gramme:
exhibit many of the traps and devices Whether
pinwtxxl >·γ «poolwoo·!, pulpwoo·! or
The annual meeting of First Union Roll rail answered with current events.
ochixil woo·! ;
captured from the liquor sellers by the
Uea'llng, Brave Little Holland,
was held Saturday evening, Oct.
They w;»nt all your surplus ami many times Society
late SheritT Pearson.
France·' Partrl lee.
25th. The old board of officers were
more.
Svlvla Bennett.
Question*.
The next address was by Miss Anna
re-elected:
or Poem,
Ursula PerryStory
of
it
for
a moment; a little less
Think
and
of
H. Shaw
by many
Pennsylvania
PreMdent— E. S. Bennett.
a man bought a quantiWarner Kneeland is moving into the
was considered the most brilliant of the than ")U years ago
Secre'arv—S. S. Bennett.
house lately vacated by John Wood.
Treasurer— K. A.Storey.
whole convention. It was an able argu- ty of sturnpaye for cordwood—maple,
Auditor— I). C. Bennett.
ment in favor of prohibitory law.
Lady beech and birch, and paid 30 cents per Executive
Committee—E. S. Bennett, H. G.
EAST HEBRON.
Somerset and Kev. Mr. Sanders then cord. Then he paid 7"> cents per cord Bennett, K. A. Flint.
On Thursday morning snow was plainfor cutting it, hauled it four miles to
bade farewell to the convention.
RUMFORD.
and sold it for $2.30, by taking
ly seen on Streaked Mountain. The sun
Wednesday evening was State Jubilee market,
Dr. W. 'Γ. Elliott from Bartlett, Χ. II., quickly caused a change.
Night in charge of those states who had store pay. No comments seem to be
The young men still have work on the
called for.
was the guest nf his parents, Mr. and
during the past year made a gain of 500
The roads are in a deplorable condi- Mrs. Dexter Elliott, last week.
telephone.
and above all
or more members over
Mr. Wm. Martin and wife from Oxford,
George F. McKenney is still laid up
losses. The following states were repre- tion. and the prospect is that they will
sented on the platform: Maiue, New- b»· in uo better shape before winter. The formerly of this town, were in town re- and the prospect of his walking on the
foot he cut so badly is not very flattering
York, Alabama, Pennsylvania, Ohio, recent rain did not improve them in the cently.
Mrs. Estes, Mrs. Julia Barker and for the winter. He rides out often.
Illinois, Massachusetts. To Maine was least.
Thauks to Will Swan for one-half of a several others went to Boston last MonPreparations are going on for winter.
accord*nl the tirst demonstration, aud
A few are looking forward to a fine long
fat coon. Such meat at this time of day.
great enthusiasm was aroused from the bin
and Mr. Eugene Indian summer before winter closes in.
Mr. Asa Martin
audience by the gathering of about 200 the year must be relished by any epiThis week H. A. Record's visitors are
Barker have had the telephone put iu
Maine White Kibboners upon the plat- cure.
all gone away, but more are expected
There was no meeting at the Center recently.
form and the singing of a state song,
soon.
Sabbath. Rev. Mr. Brown being
especially written for the occasion by- last
EAST SUMNER.
The fall term of school cloRed last
Miss Anna Gordon. I'iue branches were called elsewhere.
Rev. L. W. Muttartof Union, Ν. Π.,
Orison Bryant made us a pleasant call
week, but no vacation has been granted
waved during the chorus.
the Congregational pulpit 011
supplied
and school is still in progress.
The other states furnished a very- while in the place recently. Mr. Bryant
Sunday.
The school house is going on toward
interesting program, then there was the left here for the West about 32 years
who has been
Mrs.
Sharon
Kobinson,
in
several different
and after living
completion well for the small number of
presentation of several handsome prize ago,
her sister, Mrs. C. B. Ileald,
visiting
went
to
Los
workmen.
Angeles, Cal., down in
places tinally
banners.
Norridgewock, returned on
Colds are tlio general complaint, but
where he found an ideal home, if not inAmong those introduced to the conThursday.
Garden
of
the
veritable
Eden.
deed
very few are free from them.
vention were several prominent workers
have
Minot
Co.
The
begun
Packing
Fred Packard has a bad lung trouble.
Alou Cole is still at work on Grover
from Canada; Miss l'ami Imai, Tokio,
It will
the work of labeling their cans.
but has moved his family
L. R. Hodsdon has sold all of his old
Japan: M. Le Tour of Paris, France, Hill in Bethel,
be
a shorter job than usual as the pack
hens and is fattening his chicks. His
sent as special
ambassador from his back to his father's, George C. Cole's.
was lighter.
hen house has been unmolested so far.
The widow Coburn left town for
country to study American methods of
The streets leading to the railroad But few can
a year ago,
say the same in this locality.
public school education aud temperance Washington, D. C., nearly
station are full of teams hauling wood,
A short time ago a man that owned a
instruction; and Madam
Barakat, a since which nothing has been heard from
cream cans, spool stock,
barrels,
apple
nose
went through the place
her, although promising to write on
very red
native of Syria.
and called at every house with the exHer son-in- <&c.
On Saturday, at 5 p. m.. Miss Cornelia reaching her destination.
the
so
much
Owing to
heavy teaming,
ception of your correspondent's, and
M. Dow held an informal reception at law. Roscoe Coburn, has movod into the roads are
getting to be rather rough. called for something warm to drink, for
the Gen. Neal Dow residence, and a widow Jackson's rent, lately occupied The
rain
of
last
did
Tuesday
powerful
his mother died of palpitation of the
throng of interested visitors tilled the by Adoniram Swan, who has gone to not mend the matter at all.
heart and lie had the same trouble. He
rooms.
The hospitality of President live with Elmer Cole.
few apples have as yet been shipBut
A recent letter from D. O. Davis,
strongly refused hot coffee or tea.
Stevens' home was also extended to deleped.
gates and visitors during the convention. Minn., informs us that they are having
NO»TH 8UCKFIELD.
EAST WATERFORD.
Viewed from every standpoint this tine weather out there, but the wolves
Heald Brothers' flume burst very unWill McGown is selling his stock and
convention was a great success, and it are more numerous and troublesome
a few days ago, as it was
Mr. Davis and a few- farming tools at private sale.
Will sell expectedly
cannot fail to have a mighty influence, than ever before.
but six years ago. It is rather unThe built
and be an uplifting inspiration to all others went wolf hunting one day, cap- his farm if he finds a customer.
fortunate at this time as the water is
who were there.
God speed the day tured two and the very next night the whole family are going to Berlin, Ν. H.,
and they were rushed with orders.
when the teachings and principles of wolves killed fourteen sheep in the neigh- together with Dana Berry and wife, who high
Maggie Heald is at Sumner on a visit
this great organization shall so permeate borhood; probably by way of retalia- came here intending to spend the winter.
Harold McGown of Berlin has been this week.
and educate all classes of society as to tion.
Everett Bicknell of Norway was at his
Mrs. Luther Foster came up from visiting his parents.
permanently bless and uplift all huJ. F. Bicknell's, the 26th.
with her two children
Addison,
was very father's,
entertainment
Jenne's
together
Miss
M.
B.
J.
manity.
Joseph Cummings has .shot about
to visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph good indeed.
It consisted of an illusWest Paris.
Emmons, and soon after returning to trated poem, "The Magic Mirror," tab- 00 partridges this fall. He, Fred HarHERE AND THERE.
Livermore, her former home, her parents leaux, shadow pictures, and music on low and Will Cressey brought in fourreceived a telegram that her boy baby, the graphophone. The boxes contain- teen one night this week.
Will Cressey brought in two deer last
A woman got hurt and had a bad about a year old, was dead. No par- ing supper were auctioned off by C. II.
which he ehot Monday.
He
Pride. Money to be used for the school Tuesday
nosebleed in a Maiue city the other day, ticulars as to the cause of its death.
shot them both within fifteen minutes.
And now the report comes that Solo- room.
and this is the way the enterprising reMies
of
the
lower
Abbie Keene
village
mon B. Swan died Thursday morning.
Phil Rolfe has improved the looks of
porter improved the opportunity:
in feeble health for some the store by a new floor and steps to the was a guest of Mrs. Celia Dunham last
"Mrs. John Smith of Portwater fell recently, Ile had been
week.
»ui»t»lnlD£ Injuries which rcitultol In a seven time.
piazza and a general renovating inside.
The apple buyers in our vicinity have
Mrs. Smith was formerly
nasal hfoiorrii^v.
Wilma Millett s at home from the
M le* Jennie June» of this town."
EAST BETHEL.
got all the two dollar apples they want
Lake House.
at present.
Miss Rose Kin ball visited hor home
Frank Brown and his brother passed
here last Saturday and Sunday.
NORTH STONEHAM.
The Actors' Church Alliance, comE. Foye Brown was at home from
Alonzo Adams has gone to work for our place last night with a large buck
posed of actors, clergymen and other Auburn last week.
deer in their wagon.
J. Bartlett.
church people, declares its purpose to be
Mrs. Foye Brown is visiting relatives
Ina Gammon was at home for a week's
to oppose Sunday performances, and to in Rhode Island.
WEST SUMNKR
She will have
vacation last week.
suppress immoral plays, such as now
Miss Edith Bradford is at work at Dr.
Mrs. Sarah Farwell has returned home another term of seven weeks school at
run riot on the stage of the large cities. from Lovell, where she has been
Ε. Π. Andrews'.
spend- Albany.
If it can make any substantial progress ing the summer.
for
Chas. Buck is packing apples
Charles Lawrence was at Leonard
those
of
the
toward
accomplishment
Mrs. Olive Bartlett is staying with Gammon's Saturday and Sunday. He is Lewiston parties.
the
one
of
it
will
itself
prove
H. C. Thomas' oldest child Margery
purposes,
Mrs. John Howe a few weeks.
at work in Bethel.
most valuable moral agencies that the
Mrs. Z. McAllister from Lovell visited
Charles Adams has taken sevon hun- fell out of a cart dislocatiug her right
known.
has
ever
elbow.
and
relatives
in
country
other
at Porter Farwell's
dred cords of hard wood of J. Bartlett
Mrs. Louise Gurney is poorly in health.
town last week.
to saw. Ile and his crew are camping
PENSION MATTERS.
Mrs. Herbert Ryerson, who has been
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Blake from Milan, in the Shirley house.
Caroline P. Carr of Kumford Point has Χ. II., visited relatives here last week.
Willis McKeen is making cider at the at the hospital in Lewiston, has returnbeen granted a widow's pension of $8.00
ed much benefited by the trip.
Miss Jennie Swan, accompanied by mill.
Mrs. Annie B. Andrews went to Massaper month.
Miss Mattie Tubbs from West Paris, visCorey McAllister has been visiting at
and Wm. Gammon's for two weeks. He has chusetts on the Mechanics Fair excursion.
Samuel P. Stearns of Norway has been ited her home here last Saturday
Apple* Mil for 98,00.
Sunday.
I been in tlie army at Cuba throe year*.
granted au increase to $12.00.
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LOCKE'S MILLS.
Mont Cole has moved his family into
he house lately vacated by Λ1 Herrick.
Sir. Cole has charge of the grist mill.
D. D. Cross is doing carpenter work[or Mont Abbott.
The G. T. R. Company have a crew at
work here to lengthen the side-track.
Orison Bryant and Scott Merrill were
tt L. P. Bryant's last Sunday. Mr.
Bryant is living in Los Angeles, Cal.,
ind this is his nrst visit to Maine for

Herb Lotion

Maki η* «MflonaMne" WUikr,

Tki Ait ef Brevity.

"So this Is the only liquor distillery
The Spartans were distinguished for
tbene mountains?" remarked tbe
the brevity and conciseness of their In all
settlement
a ter- visitor to it little mountain
during
occasion
une
On
ipeech.
in a tone tbat was
Carolina
North
isIn
an
of
inhabitants
the
rible famine
land In the ..Egean sea sent an embas- half iiuestioOKg.
l>e." said tbe mountain whisky
sador to Sparta, who made a speech j "It do
imploring its aid. He had hardly fin- maker
ft
"How much do you turn out in
ished btfore the Spartans sent him {
the stranger.
»
back these words, "We did not nnder- ; day''" asked
"Wnal. 1 reekon we make along about
stand the end of your speech aud have
gallons u day."
thirty-one years.
twenty
the
beginning."
forgotten
"And is that all tbe wblsky that's
NOrtTH PARIS.
The poor, starving people chose an-1
Daniel Ross has sold hi> farm to Mark other spokesman and impressed upon drunk in these parts?"
Siekanen. It is understood that Mr. him to muke his request as brief as
"Say. you L>e-ent no revenue sharp,
demanded suddenly.
he
Ross will return to Prince Edward Isbe you ?"

possible.

his former home.

land,

He 11 fid

a I

ometcucc.

"Wonderful fellow, that Ilerlock
Solines," remarked the captain a few
evenings ugo lu the sinokeroom. "I

remember the occasion when 1 was introduced to hiui. It was at a crush at
the Van Astorbllts. There was an aw-

ful crowd, and we were standing up
in r. corner talking, when all at once I
missed my watch.
"
'What's the matter?' inquired the
detective when lie noticed that 1 was
upset, and I told him.
"Looking at the time, he observed,
speaking so as to l>e heard for a yard

or two around, 'Gentlemen, my friend
here has lost his watch, but fortunately it is a striking rei>euter, and as it is
now iifty-eight minutes to 10 when it

strikes the hour we shall l»e sure to
hear it aud can so detect the thief if
you will kindly llRten for it.'
"Two or three fellows laughed, but
all took it good luituredly except an
ugly looking foreigner, who colored up
under his dirt and tried to shuffle
away.
"
'That*β our man,' said Solmes.
"And so it was, for my watch was
found on hiui.
"Was it a repeater? Oh, no! There's
where the talent came In."—Philadelphia Bulletin.
Dnrlrd and

Hanited and

Lived.

It is not given to many men to be
hanged and buried and yet be able to
tell the tale, but such was the experience of one John Bartcndale. wl:o was
executed at York in 1«534 for felony.
After his body had hung for nearly
A gentleman
an hour it was buried.
{«assing by the grave, which had not
been filled up. thought he saw the
earth move, and with the help of his
servant he disinterred the convict, who

still alive.
It was the custom in those days to
bury suicides and executed criminals
without any coffin. The man was carefully treated and entirely recovered.
He became hostler at the coaching
house in York and lived a most exemplary life. When asked what he
was

tell in relation to hanging, as
having experienced it he replied. "That

could

when I was turned off flashes of fire
seemed to dart from my eyes, from
which I fell into a state of darkness
and insensibility."

Snpentltluuit, Bat—
"No, I am not a believer in the supernatural," said the hard headed woman.
Nevertheless, she went on to tell how
some oriental personage she had met
had declared that if you lost anything
it is uo good to look about for it. but to
visualize It. Ijist week this woman lost
a valuable hatpin. She searched high
1 >w for It In vain. Then all of a
she remembered the words of
the native, and she sat down and closed
her eyes tightly and thought of nothSot

<h1. and uikjh η disk of darkness there
appeared the bright outline of a bat·
blanket.
; in seen through the folds of a
Immediately afterward uiy friend was
startled by her maid's voice: "I have
found the pin. ma'am. It was lying in

the folds of a blanket on yoùr bed!"—
Now York Commercial Advertiser.
HIuk Slekne»».

...

aboard
passengers
the only ones to enof nausea. Any ciryou that it Is a most
ditficult thing to overcome the miserable sensation caused by constantly cir-

Unfortunate
steamers are not
dure the agonies
cus man will tell

cling round u small ring. Clowns even
and ringmasters suffer from it, merely
from seeing the horses go round and
round, and oue well known ringmaster,

even after years of experience, stili
finds that if a horse bulks a little or
gets behind time, compelling him to
follow close upon It, he will probably
undergo a painful fit of sickness after

leaving the ring.
A

Colli

Snub.

Edmond About was once invited to
the house of the I'rincess Mathllde,
and before dinner, seated beside his
hostess, he was sending off a brilliant
display of fireworks. Looking up. he
noticed that the Count Xieuwcrkerke
coming over to Join In the conversation. "Go away," he called to him
was

familiarly. "Leave
jealous person !"

alone, you great,

us

At which the princess rose, touched
her finger to the bell and said to the
servant: "Couduct M. About to his
carriage. He Is uot dining here to-

night!"

A Grand

Snore*».

The story of a Scotchman who attended a funeral which lasted two
days is told by a man who was present
On the second day. having Imbibed too
freely, he rose and proposed the health
of the bride and groom.
A friend urged him to sit down, saying, "This is not a wedding: it is η
funeral."
retorted
"Well."
"whatever it Is. It's

the
u

Scotchman,
grand success."

Preaenoe of mind.

The Caller—Is Miss Aramlnta at
home?
The Maid (who has received general
instructions)—She Is not—
A voice from the upper landing: "Oh,
yes, I am. Janet."
The Maid (continuing)—Apt to be
when yon
Plain Dealer.

out

call,

sir.—Cleveland

Money nnd Polltlr».
Simple—I suppose the correct way to
go Into politics Is to go In with α barrel of money?
Wyee—It Is not so much how one
goes In, but how one comes out. Come
out with η barrel of money, and you
may be sure you are η successful poli-

tician.—Dost ou Transcript
All

Anatcnn,

Cultured Mother—My dear, your sister Clara Is an amateur pianist. Dora
Is an amateur photographer. Edna Is
an amateur paluter. and Elvira Is an
but you don't
amateur astronomer,
seem to be anything.
Pretty Daughter—Oh. yes, mamma,
1 am an amateur fiancee. Here's my
first engagement ring.
HI· Clam.

Augustus (no longer tbe young)—
Well, there's one comfort—they say at
forty a man la either a fool or a phy-

sician.

Angelina (nearly swallowing a yawn)
—And are you a physician, then?
August ua-No.

Angelina—Oh!

What Jarred Her.

You mustn't
Mother (soothingly)
mind what he says about bis mother's
cooking, my dear. All men do that
Married Daughter (warmly)—I don't,
mamma; lfs tbe things be says about
—

my

cooking that

annoy me.

J

It contains

no

oils, greasy substances,

Preparation,
chemicals, neither

or

starchy

of the skin, is quickly
mucilaginous principles to obstruct the pores
absorbed leaving no trace of its use, and cannot injure the most delicate
It is superior to any preparation for
or sensitive skin.
Rough, Hard or Irritated Skin,
Chapped Hands, Face and Lips.
nor

Gentlemen after shaving will find it a superior preparation for the
face, to allay irritation and prevent soreness.
Kid glove*
DIRECTION'S.—Apply to the dry «kin and rub till it disappears.
It renders the skin delightfully soft, smooth anj
can be worn just after using.

'Cause if yon be I ain't got notbin'
as ever* one white.
say. I pays my taxes,
It"
knows, an' that's all there is to
After a time the stranger persuaded
fill it"
was no ulterior motive
The sack was tilled as well as the him that there
Next door to Post Otfice.
and the old man exthe
his
assembly
In
of
chief
questioning,
others, but the
situation.
the
wfflsky
embassador,
the
of Κ -VI-\0 7Λ Ct#
plained
said as he dismissed
still
"I tole you this was tbe only
loaded with meal: "It wasn't necessary
so It is—tbe only one
to inform us that the sack was empty. around here, an*
he continued,
—
We saw it ourselves. Neither was it tbat pays a tax. But,"
—
We "every old woman in these mountains
it.
till
to
us
to
request
necessary
boils
she
which
should have done it on our own ac- has a copper kettle'in
old woman has α
count. He less long winded next time." her washing. Every
lid that tits the copper kettle tightly,
—Christian Endeavor World.
and that can be fastened down. They
and
A Scared Corpno.
boil clothes in tliein on Monday,
the other six
"It was, I think, at the Ilaymarket they boll whisky In them
Ι
TO FILL
YOU BLOW
York TribIT
that one of the most amusing of unre- days of the week."—New
!
TO EMPTY
BLOW
VOU
a
occurred,"
says
incidents
une.
hearsed
CLEAN
TO
BLOW
YOU
was
"The
P.
play
writer in M. A.
SrelnK tbe Beautiful.
TO SELL
DON'T BLOW
Mrs. Scott Sid'Romeo and Juliet.'
tells a story of a man whose
Franklin
occasion.
dons was the Juliet of the
handtwo legs were very unlike—one
SELF
All went well until the llnal scene.
Β Τ
FILLS
turned, the other deformed.
Paris was duly slain, and Juliet lay somely
SELF
FEEDS
one who visited him
any
Whenever
Just then
stretched uihjii her bier.
SELF
WRITES
commented
and
the
leg
ugly
looked at
some of the scenery caught alight
SELF
l>e looking for
SELLS
<>ii it. be held the man to
behind
from
somehow, '.ut some men
if
bad side of tilings and folk. Hut
tbe
comwith
soon extinguished it. Juliet,
limb and
the visitor saw his handsome
>outh Paris and
Λ
mendable presence of mind, did not
tbe for
on its beauty lit1 held
commented
move an eyelid, but the corpse of Paris
esteem, for he lookworth
Maine
be
to
fellow
P.
F.
He raised himself to a
was nervous.
ed at the good side of things and probsitting jHisture, then got upon his feet
bis neighTHE BARROWS CROCKER PEN CO., Portland. Me.
ably would see the best in
and fled from the sta^e. The danger
to see
bors and friends. Is it easier
returned,
his
courage
being removed,
faults?
other people's virtues than their
and the audience was afforded the
are
I have at last come to see that folk
For Infants and Ci?Jiirea. Bears the
pleasing spectacle of a corpse crawling far better that they get credit for Imv
ak>ng the stage from the wings to take
ing.
up the proper i>ositio!i for the final curWhen Carlyle and Kmersin walked
tain. It was too tremendous an antiand saw the horror of gin palLondon
climax to the tragedy of the play, and
the
aces and the miseries of poverty,
convulsed."
was
house
the
simply
former said. "What do you think now
anof the Saxon stock?" Emerson
Flowrr» nml l'oison*.
swered, "The more I see of the English
floral
of
that
Ever since the days
people the more 1 admire their power
abomination, the green carnation, we
Overshoes that have all the > ft::>>«
and wonder at their progress."
have known that flowers are susceptiand damp resisting qualities ·:
·■; re
ble to the Influence of drugs and can
A Drpartmrnt Storj·.
gum. but which wear like leather.
be made to change their colors by propItubbers of great strength : :
It was during the Spanish-American
improper, treatment.
er. or. rather,
wl;u had
war. A wealthy merchant,
too.
Footwear that is imperv
This Ikranch of floriculture lias been
to
left his business to offer his services
Perfect tittinc and d·;:..
moisture.
pursued further by Inquiring pet .pie, his country, was pacing up and down
Also Hubbers for Ladies. Mi*»> .iud
and it seems that plants are as liable
Sudon picket duty one dark night.
Children, all sizes and suitable t r «
to the effects of poisons as are human
denly he detected sounds of approach·
beings. If you give a flower too much
over shoes <»f any shape, ,iud the [·:
his
iug footsteps and, quickly bringing
chloroform, it will not agree with it.
are right.
commanded in a sonorin
position,
gun
In the words of the operator, "it droops
Vours truly,
ous voice:
and dies." It is difficult to see what is
"Give the countersign!"
of
this
study.
the advantage
particular
The person challenged proved to be
Every one knows that flowers can be an enlisted dry goods clerk formerly
scientifsome
If
killed far too easily.
employed by the merchant before the
ic person would tiud a way of causing
As their eyes met a
war broke out.
in
them to Moom all the year round
smile played around the corners of the
our climate, that w .uld be something
a
clerk's tnouth, and he answered in
of a discovery—less scientific, perhaps,
Ε. N. SWETT, Manager unci Salesman. F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.
low
whisper:
London
but much more acceptable.
He therefore took with him a quantity of sacks, opened one before the assembly aud said simply, "It is empty;

"

to

Prescription Pharmacist,

ERNEST P. PARLliN,

South Paris, Maine

E^Proprietor
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CASTORIA
The Kiiid you Have Always flougiil

RuMrcrs tor Bouncing Boys

«

NORWAY,

—

the merchant, bringing bis
him p. -s
piece to a right shoulder, let
and resumed bis puciug.—Lippii.t o.:'s.
Then

Looklntr Γρ.
The lecturer pleaded with the crowd
to "look up." In impassioned tones he
"God always helps the man
cried:
Never look down, my
that looks up!
friends, and do not waste too much
time looking sideways. Look up. and
keep on looking up: 1 never knew a
Is there
mai. to fall if he looked up.
a man in this audience who can say
that he always looks up?
A seedy stranger arose in the back

to say: "1 cau say that 1 always
I have steadily looked up
look up.
for thirty years, and am no better off
for 1L Looking up is my business."
"What do you do for a living, my
trootl nianV
"Γαι a ceiling decorator."
The uproarious applause that greeted

row

this sally broke up tlie meeting.—New
York Press.
I'riuiu Donuu and Her Voice.
a time there was a
Once

upon

fa-

value of $1.
All went well until the prima donna
found a dressiug rooui assigned to her
that did not meet with her approval.
Then she complained that she was entirely too hoarse to sing, and the Im-

had to make polite remarks to
his audience and dismiss It after refunding the money paid for admission.
The remarks that be made out of the
hearing of the audience were uot so

presario

polite.
Moral.—Impresarios wish that they
might have hoarseless prima donnas.—
New York Ilerald.

LanganKea In India.
Twenty-eight lauguages are spoken
Id India and none of those is spoken
by fewer than 400,000 persons, while
the most general Is the mother tongue
of 85.500.000. Besides these there are
In the remotest parts of the country
dialects spoken by do more than 500
persons, which none other than themIndia has nine
selves can Interpret.
great creeds, numbering their followers
from the 208,000,000 Hindoos down to
the 0,250,000 Animlstics and the Innumerable sects Included In the 43,000
"others."
Needed. Too, Apparently.
Teacher—Now. what do you understand by brain work?
Boy—When a man works with his
head.
Teacher—Correct
ual labor?

Boy—When

a

And what is man-

man

works with his

hands.
Teacher—That's right To which of
these classes do I belong when I teach
you? What do I use most In teaching

you?

Boy—A etrap.

"He's dreadfully disagreeable and
boorish."
"Tut, tut ray dear. He used to be,
but he le no longer."
"How Is that?"
"Why, since he has become famous
we have decided to consldor him only
delightfully eccentric and original."—
Chicago Poet
Importance.
"And you really think that the political boss of your party is a greater
man than Henry Clay?"
"Well," answered the candidate, "1
won't exactly say lie's greater, but he
has a great deal more influence with
the people with whom 1 am doing
business
at
Washington
present"
Star.
Relative

—

Paint

on

Illn>«elf.

The Plasterer—I thought you were
working on old Kay's new house?
The Painter—So 1 was, but we had
I row, an' he said he'd put the rest of
the paint on himself.
The Plasterer—And did he?
The Painter—Yes: at least that's
where he put most of It.
Β is the most common letter.

sapph

res

are

jilili'i'rf.

generally

ol

a

«
grayish blue tint, and the star is χ
hibitcd in its greatest perfection u ..en
looked at by the l!:lit of the ι::ι or a
The sapphire is fount* <>f all
candle
tints and shades of blue, l>ut tbe color
which approximates to the sbî.de for
nierly called "Lieu do roi" s tbe most
valuable. A really fine sapphire should
well
appear blue by artificial li^lit as
This sto:.e Is found in crys
us by day.
tals generally of much larger size than
Tbe name "sapphire" Is
the

ruby.

the only one which runs
through all languages with very slight
alteration—the Hebrew name sapphir.
the Chalda saplrlnon. the Uruek zar
firos, the Latin supplilrus. etc.

perhaps

Tired Tatters—Here's a piece in dis
es li.
paper wot's a insult to de prof
Weary Walker—Wot's it say?
Tired Tatters—It sez dut a feller
ortu't ter eat nuttin' when he's tired.
Weary Walker—Well, wot's de mat-

ter wid dat item?
Tired Tatters—Wot's de matter wid
it? Say, du youse want er feller ter
starve ter death?—Exchange.
Λ

Pfizsleil

t

♦

Lift* Mn<l

a

♦

FOR THEM!

♦

s

,£
0

if

^
+

♦

^

*

At the present

*

Ο
♦

for fuel it will pay you to

high price

for

You will

a new one.

coal

or

We have

a

fine line of the latest patterns

They

are

handsome.

They are

Ε.

In

1,000 letters e occurs 137 times In
English, 1&4 times In French, 145 in
173 in German.

Most people put in a lifetime planning for some great pleasure and die
Some men never acquire enemies bebefore they get around to it—Atchison
cause they bave no money to land to
Globe.
tMr frtaBda-CUcago Nora.

fuel

The

new

MRS.

♦

ν

04<>Φί*040*< ♦

♦

< ·:■

HOWE

A.

iileas in

up-to-date

Mocha and Suede Gloves.

E.

HOWE,

A.

SOUTH PARIS,

MAINE.

NOW

is the time for you
to

buy your_^·

FUR COATS,

OVERCOATS,
ULSTERS,

of which

we

have

a

large

Fur Coats,

Overcoats:

Ulsters,

a

good

one

assortment.

$10'to $27.
$7 to $18.
for
$7.

Norfolk Suits for

Boys.

Agent for the Celebrated Queen Quality Kid Boots for Ladies.

She—Slrl I—I—
He--Yes. you remind me of all the
time 1 have to spend where 1 can't see

Λ Dad Scrape.
The Barber—Did you hear about the
bad scrape Jaggsby got into yesterday?
The Victim—Να Did you shave him?

*

savers.

AND CORSETS.

Kuowluir.
Buck—Mike, can I know what I don't
know?
Mike—Να
Buck—There Is something I don't
know, and I know tt. Then don't I
know what I know?
Mike—I don't know.—Judge.

wrong way.

i

UNDERWEAR-Jersey and Ready-Made, HOSIERY

Horticultural Lover.
"Did Blffklns ever tell you about his
love affair?"
"Oh. yes! When he tlrst met the girl,
he thought she was a peach, and she
soon became the apple of his eye, but
he learned that she didn't give a fig
for him, so It soon beenme a case of
•our grapes."—Toledo Bee.

Puiloa.
warps and interrupts the
Judgment Ile that can reply calmly to
an angry man is too hard for him.
Plato, speaking of passionate persons,
eays they are like men who stand on
their heads—they see all things the

^

I

$3.50 up.

From

Λ Strniirhtforward Anmer.
J. B. Llpplncott once ventured to ask
Oulda, the novelist, how she came to
know so much about clubs, camp life,
barracks, gambling houses and other
places which are only visited by men.
She placed her hands upon her knees
and, looking straight at her questioner,
said, "It is none of your business."

Passion

£*

an J

both Cook

Heating Stoves

stage."—Cornhill Magazine.

you.
And the clouds lifted.

$

FASHIONABLE MILLINERY,

The Flrat Women-on the Μημρ.
It Is now ascertained beyond doubt
that women first appeared upon the
stage between November. lOtiO. and
January, 10(31. On Jan. 3 Pepys, that
Inveterate playgoer, tells us that he
saw "The Beggar's Bush." "It being
well done, and here the lirst time that
I ever Saw women come upon the

of some-

I

from one-fourth to one-half your

wood.

ness.

me

^

^

save

has all the

fear to show our tenderness and our
love. We habitually hide our best feelings lest we be Judged weak uud emotional. Sometimes it needs death to
show us ourselves and to teach our
friends our deep and unsuspected kind-

He- You always remind
thing very disagreeable.

exchange

STOVE

MRS.

he

▼

your old

♦

Drnlli.

She Smiled.

V
*

BUCKFIELD, ME.,

Life, after all. Is a masquerade, says
writer in the Pittsburg Press. We

Then

I

♦
Ο
♦

Harry is the youngest of the family,
the only boy among several girls, and
♦04040404040404040Φ040404 ·:·♦·:·♦·: ♦
sometimes the superior advantages of
girls seem to weigh heavily on his
The other day we
youthful mind.
bvard him say thoughtfully to himself:
"Women always tiret. I wonder why

God didn't make 'em lirst, hut
didn't. lie made Adam first."

♦

SHAW'S,

1

£

onnKiter.

♦

a

Λ

Chunked View.

the

The

Star

II.no ill S«;

Alwr.ys Tired.

mous prima donna who made a con
tract with a noted Impresario to slug
in concerts for him at a price which
made each of her notes of about the

Spanish,

MAINE.

"Cash!"

Tatler.

Put

STORE,

SHOE

SMILEY

8]

J. F. Plummer,
Mark.et

Square,

ΛΑ

52^!

buys

South

the beet

«

Mo,

medium sizer

& lined»

kinds of winter Robes at

JAMES N. FAVOR,
Θ1 M«1n

quality,

furnisher;

Parla,

robe,

large assortment of all
corresponding low prices.

I have a

clothier &

SSST"

St., Norway, Maine.
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#jrford

ïhc

iemocrat

Newell Cook, who ha> been quite ill.
is now gaining well.
John M. Murch of tliia
petition in bankruptcy.

place

has filed

ANNUAL

MEETING

OF

COUNT r

THE

NORWAY.

PARTICULARLY SAD DEATH.
Bcckfibu), Not. 1.
Wednesday the remains of Harold Ε
A

UNIVERSALIST ASSOCIATION.

CHUHCHK8

Tbnmes arrived at this place for intei
Hpcoo<I CongregaUoual Church, Ηβτ. B.
a
OHGASIZATION IN SOUTH PARIS.—TW<
rnent at the cemetery near Chase's Mills
KMcoat, Pnstor. Preaching service Studs
A. M.; Sabbath School, 12:00 m.; Met
10:40
DAYS
OK
PROFITABLE
SESSIONS.
He was a son of George V. Thomes,
lion, anil Mrs. James S. Wright are
1*raver Meeting at ΰ 30; Social Meeting, 7:16
native of this place.
a week in Boston.
M.;
weekly Prayer Meeting, Thursdi
regular
spending
ροβτ
ornes.
kakis
sol γη
On Wednosday and Thursday the Oi
Y. P. 8. C. E. Meeting Friday ore
Being a fireman on an engine at Sout]
office llours:6D0to 7:00 A. *; S.UO A. M. h »
meeting of Mt. Pleasant Re- ford Association of Universalists held it > Acton., Mass., having just arrived at hi
Special
Church, Rev. Caroline E. Ange
i W I·. Jl.
bekah Lodge Friday evening of this week. annual meeting with the new
parish a t destination, grasping the rail and swing Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday, at 10 :
th
5 ing from his
filled
Paris.
The
an<
OH.CND TKl'SK KA1LWAT.
South
struck
was
Sabbath
he
A.
School, H M.» Y· F· C.
programme
M.;
John A. Nickerson has sold his farm
engine
meeting, 7 Λ0 p. M.
Commencing Sept. iS, l'JOâ,
to Fred Bennett, who will take possession two days full, the sessions beginninj Γ instantly killed by an incoming expreei
Church. Rev. B. F. Flckett, Paste
Methodist
after the arrival of the forenoon train: > train.
soon.
TKAISS l.KA\fc SOUTH PARIS
Preaching service, 10:80 a. m.; Sabbath Sch«
The remains were accompanied to thii 12 Λ0 M. ; Social Evening Meeting, 7:00 p. *
Wednesday, and continuing with onl·
lowu (east —Λ3β a. m., (dally, Sunday
The
their
anMethodist Society have
meeting, Tuesday evening; class me*
reasonable recesses until the final ad place by his father, George Thomes, anc
Sunday only
in ι. :ι·>ΐ;. y w A. *·. 4.Ή»*. *·
ig, Friday evening.
nual harvest festival anil entertainment
at S:30 Thursday evening
ο
members
three
his
and
Cotton. Paste
journnient
step-mother
S :4"
Baptist Church. Rev. E. 8. 8abbath
S:» P.
west —101» Α.
Schw
m.:
Friday evening.
Fifty or more delegates and visitors fron the lodge to which he belonged. He wai Preaching service, 10£0 a.Sunday
.lally, SuoUay» Included). Sunday only
y
evening 7 P. 1
:00
m.
13
Meeting
Prayer
tlx
were
and
Broth
a member of Paul Revere Lodge,
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Frank A. El well of Portland wa
killed on Saturday, Oct. 25th, by th
breaking of hie machine while on ;
motor cycle run on Long Island, Ν. Τ
Mr. El well was a son of the late Edwari
H. Elwell of the Portland Transcript
For several years he had made a busines
of conducting parties on European tours
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bonds
demands against the estate of aald deceaecd aν
am
desired to present the same for settlement,
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment immediately.
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Ladies1 Golf Gloves, Rood weight, tho kind that every one wears now, in'white,
......
50t.
blue, black and plaids,
Childrons' Golf Gloves, just what tho little folks ought to have these cold days,
2ftc
in white, striped reds and striped greys,
but
Moca Gloves for those who do not like the Golf or want a more dressy glove
still a warm one. They are a fine wearing glove, in grey, brown and red, ?1.00
all
Dressed Kid Gloves. One lot of a line quality, warranted kid, pearl clasp,
$1.25
........
shades,
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In the matter or
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come before #ald meetingSouth Paris, Nov 3, lfOiUEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.
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In the District Court of the United
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not^
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characteristics of a

alive.

about 77 years.
II.
In Bethel, Oct. 30, Mrs. Ellen M., wife of
C. liarker.
In Greenwood, Oct. 30, Solomon B. Swan, aged
79 year·.
Γη Hartford, Oct. ltî. Thomas Lord.
IllalsIn Denmark, Oct. 22, .Mrs. Mary Ann
lell, widow o! the late John Blalsdell, aged SI
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Atkins,
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both of Itelhel.
In North Lovell, by Levi McAllister, Εβα.,
•fr. Sewell Butters of Stoneham and Miss Millie
McAllister of Lovell.
W.
In Gorham, Ν. H., Oct. 25, by Rtv. E.
Kenlston, Mr. Frank M. Lovcjoy and Miss Addle
of
both
Norway.
A. Liliby,
Mr.
Iu Ruuiford Fall*, by Rev. J. D. Graham,
K.
Edmund F. Aisles and M Ins Florence
F.'lls.
Ilhoudcs, both of Rumford
Mr.
in Canton, Oct. 25, by Rev. W. C. Weecott,
Krnest Drake of Canton and Miss Carrie Lothrop of Lcwlaton.
In Hartford, Conn., Mr. Eugene II. Woodbury
of Sweden and Miss Mary II. Pottle of Lovell.
Mr.
In Fryeburg, Oct. 29. by Rev. Β. N. Stone,
Charles Kimball and Mrs. Cora Stevens.
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In Wei-t Paris, Oct. 27, by Rev. R. A. Rich,
Mr. George A. Jackson and Mise Hilda McKeen,
both of Paris.
Mr.
In Paris, Oct. 29. by Rev. II. II. Bishop,
Jas. M. nannaford and Miss Aunis S. Delano,
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In Itetliel, Oct. 24, by A. W. G rover, Esq., Mr.
Michael Kenmuhand Miss Gladys M. Fletcher,
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In l-a^t Stoneham, Oct., to the wife of A. G.
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In Norway, Oct 30, to the wife of Walter
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12 Different Styles of Men's Gloves and Mittens
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Glasses to Fit
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S. RICHARDS, the Optician,
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BORN.
Τ. Κntshtly,
In Kennebunk, Nov.

Our

Either cotton or
for Wright's Fleeced.
and
cents, $1.00
$1.50.
For those who rather not have fleece lined, our stock

THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
(Seal)
"By the President.
John II a v, Secretary of State."
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warm.

Agents

Invented by Dr. Javal of
Paris, France, and imported to Paris, Maine, for the
benefit of my patrons.
EXAMINATION FREE.

peculiar

occupations

body

of Men's Underwear that will

carry a line
variety is very extensive.

We

for 50 cent».
In Fleeced Underwear we have a first-class one
A cheaper
or double breasted.
Shirts
made.
and
well
single
Heavy

appoint

In South Paris, Oct.

the

keep

THK PRESIDENT.

Over a century and a quarter!has passe
since this country took lte place among thi
nations of the earth and during that tlmo w<
have had on the whole more to be thankful foi
than has fallen to the lot of any other people
Generation after gentratlonhas grown to man
hood and passe! away. Each has had to beai
Its
burdens, each to face Its apccla
crisis and each has known years of grim trial
when the country was menaced by malice, do
mestlr.or foreign levy, when the hand of the
Lord was heavy upon It Id drought or flood 01
angulsli
pestilence; when In bodily distress anda frowanl
of soul.lt paid the penalty of folly and
heart. Nevertheless, decade by decade, we have
struggled onward ami upward; we now abun
dantly enjoy a material well being and under the
favor of the Mo. t High we arc striving earnestly
The
to achieve moral and spiritual, unllftlne.
has been of
year that has just closed
Harcly has
peace ami of overflowing plenty.
wo
any people enjoyed grenter prosperity than
are now enjoying. For this we render heartfelt
and so'rmn thanks to the Olv r of good and wc
seek to pr<tlsc hlrn not by word ouly but by
deeds, bv the way In which we do our duty to
ourselves and to our f· liowme '.
Now, thereiore, 1, Theodore Ro sevelt. Président of the United State-', do hereby designate
a·· it day of general thanksgiving Thursday, the
-Till of the coming November, and do recommend
th it throughout the land the people cease from
and In their severa'
tl»>lr ordinary
hoines and places or wor«hlp render thanks un
to Almlgnty God lor the manifold blctalng.-i of
tli·) pust year.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my
bund and caused the seal of the United States to
be m Hlxed.
this 29th
Pone In the city of Washington
day of October lu the year of our I.ord one
thousand nine hundred and two, and of tho Independence of the United States the one hundred
and twenty-seventh.

^

BLUE STORE8.

both by bicycle and rail.

^vision.

r\:™"ï adontedP

==|

Comfort and Health Demand

V.t«d

Very,0 Vrom'thè

Sight.

Save Your

;

SOUTH PARIS,

J. K. CHASE, So. Paris.

SPECIAL
E1W

Ιλ»1ΊΈΗΟΤ« to HA18OF LARUEB CLIB».

MAINE. Four Months' Trial

HORSES.

Trip

50 Cents.

SPECIMEN COPIES

NOTICE·
It will pay anywill be mailed free on request.
Buliscrtbcr hereby gives notice that he has
Wo have heavy team and woods body Interested In any way In country life to
been duly appointed administrator of the
all
times.
at
sale
for
horses on hand
send for them. Address the publisher» :
estate of
Four pairs of heavy horses acclimated.
WILMAM McKENNEY, late of Parle,
LCTIIEH TUCKER Λ, MON,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
W. J. WIIEELER.
Albany, Ν. V.
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
TIIAYER.
Ε.
M.
•«-Subscriptions taken at this office.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
both papers together, $2.30.
South Paris, Me., Oct. 20.
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay*
ment Immediately.
FRANK P. MCKENNEY.
Oct. 21st, 1902.
TABLE GIBL WANTED
FOB SALE·
AT ONCE.
NOTICE.
Λ good open fire place stove.
Will be told
cheap. Also a good house rent to let.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she hai
ANDREWS HOUSE, SOUTH PARIS,
of
Inquire
l>ecn duly appointed executrix of the last wlL
Pkof.
Wm. M. Shaw,
II. N. BOLSTER.
and testament of
South Paris, Oct. 37, 1903.
W. SCOTT CHASE, late of Dlxfleld,
and
glrei
In the County of uxford, deceased,
TO LET.
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceasec
Tenement to let to a family without children
SITUATION WANTED.
settlement
for
Οι
are desired to present the same
Will give the m»n atciwly work on farm.
Λ capable woman would like work in a small
and all Indebted thereto are requested to maki 1 would hire a alngle man. Reference required.
for particulars write to
K.
family,
CLlKPoRD
Ο.
payment Immediately.
BOX 7«. Norway, Me.
VIOLA M. CHASE.
Oct. 21st, 1902.
South Parla, R. P. D. No. 1, Oct. 13.
The

1

«

Ivers & Pond Pi

BEECHAMSPILLS

The Conservatory Expands.

I

a

&

total of 299.

Pond pianos, making

buyers of Typewriters to
purchase a second-hand machine.
Why ? The Second Hand Machine
wears as well as a new.
Slightly
without
machines bought
used

exchanged for
goods. We sell

and

are our

time,

short time

on

guarantee

South Paris, Oxford

Builders' Finish !

1 will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
SUe or Style at reasonable prices.

|

If to want of any kind of Klntsh for Inside or
Pine LumOutside work, send In your orlere
ber an t Shingles on han·! Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Matched Hart Woo<l Floor Boards for ea!r.

CHANDLER,

%V.

Maine.

West Sumner

EXPERIENCE

customers.

our

hundred)
bar-

a

show you how

we

Our trades :

Nearly new Smith-Premier, the I
cost $100 ;
self-cleaning writer
sells for $50. 4 Caligraphs, good as
Each
new, $20, $22, $24, $25.
machine has

platen

fresh ribbon,

a

new

and rollers and is first-class

in every way.

j

Exchange,

M'ine Typewriter

9? Canal Street,

Ht MFOR1» FAX!.·.

MAINE.

<·ι>ιιιιοπ freo
patentable. < omn:utilr»tlnnaatrtctly coiiddeiitl it. Handbook oil I'atenu
•out fr>'* oldest wwic; fori>wuriii^ patents.
l'sti-i.'* uki··) thi •Ui.-h Manu A Co. receive
without charge. Initio
ipfuil

rug, coat

Scicntiftc American.

or

WHAT IS ECONOMY!
There is an idea prevalent that econthe
Wo. 326.—'Triangle··
omy and saving are allied terms, but
and saving may
L—L Manual art 2. A girl's name. idea is false. Economy
Somenot necessarily one.
4. Two-thirds of be, but are
3. A small Insect
times economy is spending and spending
fan. 5. A letter.
with a liberal hand. Economy is the
II.—L A large city In England. 2. A wise use of the material one has. To
•pedes of willow or the twig of the save a dollar and waste one's nervous
willow. 3. A city In France. 4. A river energy to the point of exhaustion is the
5. A connective that grossest extravagance. This is one of
in Scotland.
the lessons which is hardest for a woman
marks an alternative. (1. A letter.
She can gauge the comparato learn.
tive values, however, in this way if she
No. 327.—A Croaaword.
will. The essential things are those
My first 1b In buzz, but not in talk.
which abide and which one has in himIn walk.
but
not
Is
In
ride,
second
My
self, beyond all changes of fortune and
My third is In sword, but not in pen.
men.
of time. Whatever improves these, adds
My fourth is in woman, but not In
to them, enriches them, is something
My fifth la in king, but not In queen.
worth gaining and to obtain it is wise
My sixth is In lima, but not in bean.
wish.
My seventh Is In yearn, but not in
economy. Whatever weakens it or lesin
fish.
but
not
My eighth Is in net,
It matters litsens it is false economy.
My whole is the name of a ship so fine
tle in the course of a life whether one
That It challenges any that sails the
has a rufHe more or less or not; it matbrine.
ters much whether in seeking for that
adornment one has grown so weary that
No. SiiN.—Pro«rrimlT« Enigma.
cross words have come.
Every strain of
1, 2, a familiar household title.
that kind, if it comes as the result of
blow.
1, 2, 3, a gentle
trying to save, has cost more than it
1, 2, 3, 4, the head.
saved. It is a wise economy, whatever
1, 2, 3, 4, δ, a small plate used in cer- it costs, which saves one's nature whole
tain churches; it is so formed as to fit and sweet, one's brain clear and keen,
the chalice as a cover when not In use one's body responsive to one's will and
one's entire being in perfect tune with
to contain the bread.
the Infinite. This is the only economy,
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 0, a kind of leather.
and to put one's self in this condition is
2, 3, a preposition.
the wise expenditure of time, strength,
2, 3, 4, the goddess of vengeance.
will and money. One economizes too
3, 4. 5, a certain number.
much in the essentials. Our eyes be3, 4, 5, 6, a portable lodge.
come blinded until we lose just values
0, 7, 8, a boy's nickname, extremely or we look at things from a wrong perpopular in the United States of very spective, so that we do not see what
is the essential. Only that which is
recent years.
7, 8, a boy's nickname, if not so pop- genuine is essential. That lasts. The
no matter
ular at present more familiar for false fades. The rule is true,
where it is applied.—Tho Household.
s
many years.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 0, 7, 8, protected by an
GLOVE POINTERS.
official document securing certain privileges or rights to a person or party
for a given term of years fixed by a
congressional act of 1870.

No. 820.—A Diamond.
1. In Ben. Ϊ. Possesses. 3. public
4. A large bag of silk cloth
rooms.
which when filled with gas will rise
5. A vessel having one
in the air.
mast. C. To dip. 7. In ban.

Steer, Bull or Horse
hide. Calf skin. Dog
skin, or any other kind
of hide or skin, and let
us tan it with the hair
on, soft, light, odorless
and moth-proof, for robe,

Traoc Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.
and description ma*
whether an

....

repre-

as

SEND US
A COW,

50 YEARS'

Anvnne »<·η.11ηβ a
qntclcly its·ertnin our
invention I* probably

buy

cash,

for

—

Also Window <fc Door Frames. I

E.

If you

gain.

long

on

offer two

we

to use them also.

CHANDLER,

E. W.

satisfy

whim

a

dollar standard machines at

Me.

County,

or

machines

our

From the Boston Herald. Ithe leading sented and
issue
newspaper of New England, in its
This week
of July 13, 1ΪΌ2.

Agent,

recom-

mend

thought

Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art prinhict would be hardly possible
than 20 years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.

W. J. WUKELER,

We

Use tells the story.

|

J

Typewriter Exchange.

Maine

Tourjee.
Twenty years

Ε ben

ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
developed, a few Ivers Jfc Pond pianos
Sirce then, as the conwere purchased.
have
servatory has expanded, there
gradually been acquired 268 Ivers «ft
Pond pianos. With the expansion incidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conhave placed their order for .'11

Constipation.

They
£ right.
IQrentmnd 3Swoti, »t»llilr«ititowt
cure

-New Tort
S
MUNN
Branch offlce. «36 Κ St. Washington, D. 0,

THE

FARE ONLY $1.00.

ο

ο
ο

Ο

0
ο

Ο
ο

PARKER'S
BALSAM

0

0

ο

beeutifi*· the haft. I
L
k'r« 11 >!l'« ■ luzurisot growth.
Nfv.r 7*11» to Bettor® Or·?I
1: iir to it· Youthful Color. *
Cur· n p disuii * hair u:iin|.

0

ο

ο

ο

ο

0

0

★

*8

ο

ο

ο

ο
0

Κ AIR

FoltTL ΑΛ'Ι> IHVIMIOft.
PUKTLA.\D Λ A I> BOSTON L1XK.

ο

•★ο

gloves.

Cltftmut

0

0

0
ο

CROSBY FRISIAN FIR COMPANY,
110 Mill Street. Rochester, Ν. Y.

teamsDip Company.

S30.-Valtnf Croaa.

So.

But first get our Catalogue,
gving price», and our shipping
tags and instructions, so as to
We also buy
avoid mistakes.
raw furs.

A handsomolr ;iln*trat««d w«»»klv. T.arvest ctreolation f any η leiitlflo 1"Urmd. Terms. 93 a
Te*r: four months, IL. Soldbyall m-wsdvaler*.

Uorreepondence on (opto· of lnteroel tothe ladw
leeoUcltcil. Address: KdJtor Homuuior'
COLUMK, Oxford Democrat, Parle. Maine.

jvV~»

•!a

'taken at night will make you,
feel right, act right and look;

The New England Conservatory of
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on tt e Back Bay.
is the largest school of mus:c in the
world, and its ptseroinence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since It was founded in 1853 by Dr.

servatory
additional Ivers

HOMEMAKERS1 COLUMN.

ο
Ο
ο
ο

ο

ο

0

0

ο

aod

ο

ο

^S

οοο

6

From 1 to 2. a kind of liquid food;
To Kea Coast iinl Interior Kesorts of
3 to 4, a Jewish teacher; 5 to β, slumSaw Ku|lsud.
ber; 7 to 8, u sweetish secretion from
will resume teaching on the
Steamer·» leave Franklin Wharf. Portland, and
Beginning with 1 and
India Wharf, Boston, dally, except Suuday, at
many trees.
GUITAR
AND
7 DO κ. M.
MANDOLIN
the center we have
BANJO,
toward
spelling
Through ticket* l->ued and baggage checked
at ANDREWS HOUSE, South l'aris,
for New York. I'blUdelphla and Washington
dusky reddish colors; from 2 to 9, the
via all rail and Sound Unes.
TO ESDA Y of each week commencing Feb. lsth [ plural of where love should reign; 3
relght rates alwavs as low as other lines.
to 1», the plural of an American song
Permanent address, 56 James St., Auburn.
All freight via this Hue Insured agalii-t tire
and marine risk.
bird; 4 to 9, a group of islands In both
J. K. ListoHB, Agent, Franklin Wharf,
the eastern and western hemispheres:
Portland.
A H Ha>SCOM, G. Ρ A Τ A.
5 to 9, charms; β to 9, certain docuGen'l
1'res'tA
Manager.
Calvin Austin, Vice
ments; 7 to 9. early morning worship;
General Ottcee, Foster's Wharf, Boston, Mass.
8 to 9, ministering spirits.

CHARLES S LEWIS

Kodol
Makers
Cure

Hay

Dyspepsia
Digests

Attention !

Don't fail to

see

This preparation contains all of the
digestuuts and digests all kinds of
food. It gives instant relief and never

Deering Ideal Mower,
Horse Rakes,

Hay Tedders,

Harvesting

Machinery.
Rakes,

bargains.
always on

good

A

hand.

Hand

Second

have

also

We

Machines,

etc., at good
line of repairs

A. W. Walker & Son,
South Paris, Maine.

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

tails to cure. It allows you to eat all
the food you want. The most sensitive
stomachs can take it. By its use many
thousands of dyspeptics have betn
cured after everything else failed, la
unequalkd for the stomach. Children with weak stomachs thrive on it.
First dose relieves. Δ diet unnecessary.

Cures all stomach troubles
L>k\V itt λ Co., Chicago
Prepared only by E. O.
The W. bottle coot' ;ds2S I aits tin-50c. ii»

Hefore you
p:·»··"
Let

Buy

a

STRICH&ZEIDLER
A strictly high-grade Piano.
Don't make the mistake of
buying an inferior Piano,
that you will always feel
ashamed of. I will tell you
all I know about it if yoa
will give me a chance.

—

Wool Carpets

MRS. CORA S.

BRIGGS,

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

CATARRH

THE
CL£AX«iIXtt
ΛΧΙ» HKALIKM
CCRK ΚΟΚ

Ely's

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,

no

7

Heals and Protects tbe Membrane. Restores
the Sense* of Taste anil Smell, targe Size 30
cents, at OruKglsto or by mall. Trial Slae l«c. by
mall.
KLÏ BROTHERS. 3ft Warren Street. New York.

SALESMEN WANTED

or

PANT,

Cleveland. Ohio

Setsuma Interior Enamels
■re

better then peint.

They work easy, make a smootti surface, and any une eau apply them to
wails, ceilings, inside woodwork, pantries, kitchens and furniture.
Many
The surface is nonbeautiful tints.
absorbent and can be kept bright and
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.

by Heath

&

Milligan MTg Co.,

CklMfo.
Also Floor Faint, Floor Varnish, Coach

Varnish,

Muralo, Ac.,
Masunr's Railroad and Liquid Paints,

and

Spar

For sale

by,

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
#

*

9
*

*

*

»

Find a word of nine letters meaning
absolve, acquit, exculpate. The ilrst
letter will be repeated iu the eenter;
also lu the tiual square. The tlt-tat-toe
will be diagonal, as represented by the

to

three crosses.
Find another word of nine letters
meaning tirst, original. The third letter will be repeated in the center; also
in the seventh square, so that the diagonal will be the reverse of the diagonal in Να 1.

skin.

2. I

delicious fruit. Transpose
me, and I become what the farmers do
in the harvest time.

1.
2.
3.
4.
δ.
U.
T.
8.
9.

aui a

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

333.—Induatrlona Ant*.
ant that is a predecessor.
ant that is a prior date.
ant that is an animal.
ant that is a disease.
ant that is a fuel.
ant that is a buffoon.
ant that Is previous.
ant that Is ancient
ant that is part of a stag's

S-lld-e. 3. G-ran-d.
Να 321.—Rlddlemeree : Whlttler.
No. 322.—A Useful Article: A peg.
1. Kite.
No. 323.—Diagonal: King.

lofty

shots.
Not I did Mt uk (or a bottle any
or twice aa tarse. I did ask lor

PERRY DAVIS'

PainkiUe*

and will not have any eubetltute. lor I
have used it. my lather used It, aad there
1» no substitute aa good.
Sold everywhere, age. and 50c. bottlea.

arms

is

that

they

men
aro

who have
miserable

Foley's Honey

and Tar for coughs and
colds: reliable, tried and tested, safe and
aure.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
NOTICED TOO MUCH.
We mark the weather when its hot,
We talk of cold and rain,
Perhaps all this attention's what
Has made the weather-vano.

Energy

ail gone? Headache? Stomach
of order? Simply a case of torpid
liver. Burdock Blood Bitters will nake
a new man or woman of
you.
out

Boys Wanted
IN SHOE FACTORY.

A woman who isn't jealous about her
Several
about 16 years of age husband doesn't love
him; if she ia
who are strong and who wish an jealous it is hard for him to love her.

boys

opportuuity

Apply

Foley's Honey and Tar always stops
the cough and heals the lungs. Refuee
to substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff A Co. Orin
Stevens, Oxford.

to learn the shoe busi-

Don't pay fancy prices when your dealer will
Good positions are open
furnlah you "Satauma Interior Enamel*" at th· ness.
aanie price as ordinary paintsmart,
and
"Howl
cartl
our
to
PRE Κ Color
booklet.
capable boys.
Refurnish the llouie Without Buying New Fur
at once to
allure."

Made

ψ

-y—Γ 8

One trouble with most

cheaper,
Salary

—4—y—Γ-

No matter how long you have had the
cough; if it hasn't developed into con
sumption, Dr. Wood's Norway Pint
Syrup will cure it.

COLD'n HEAD

In Oxford ami a<ljaccnt counties.
commission. Address
THE VICTOR OIL COM

*

The oldest of underground railroads
has a worm for station agent.

jurious drug.
It Is quickly Absorbed

Allays Inflammation

-r~

Bkkcham'r Pills for*t»mac>t au<l liver IU*.

In-

Given Relief at once.
Open· ami cleanse# the

14* I

P-lane-s. 8. G-rate-s.
No. 325.—Definitions: 1. Dangerous.
X Certainty. 3. Natural. 4. Hospital.

Cream Balm

Contain*

ι

GRANGE BLOCK,
2. Hiss. 3. Line. 4. King.
NORWAY.
Over Advertiser Office,
No 324.—Beheadings and Curtailings: 1. F-lash-y. 2. S-late-s. 3. P-love-r.
4. S-pear-e. 5. S-tllt-s. 0. G-reed-y. 7.

Easy and pleasant to

um.

tis

*1*1*

*

Key to the Pussier.
2.
No. 818.—Metagram: 1. Cart.
Wart. 3. Hart. 4. Dart. 5. Tart. ·».
Mart. 7. Part.
No. 319.—Illustrated Acrostic: Third
2.
1. Carrot.
row—Robert Bruce.
Plover. 3. Sabot. 4. Sleeve. 5. Par7. Rabbit. 8. Turtle.
0. Fathom.
rot.
9. Church. 10. Orchid. 11. Beetle.
2.
Να 320.—Additions: 1. S-tea-k.

CATARRHflg^
s-'ï/Càf1·*3

Ι

-

10. The ant that is heard In churches.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

Ι

born.

up stock.

J. WALDO

ψ

So.

patterns and clean

to close out odd

2Γ

No. 832.—Tranapoaltiona.
1. 1 am u word of tour letters and
mean a very stout cord.
Transpose
me, and I am the small opening in the

tell you about the

me

«kii.—m-mi-iur.

1*3

what you eat.

the

and Wa'ter A. Wood

Λο.

/

CO.,
Mechanic Falls, Me.

CHASE,

MERRITT

FOB

SALE.

To get rid of their criminals the
French authorities have a way of heading

them off.

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.

All druggists refurd the money if it
A tlrst-clase Mueller Furnace suitable (Dr fails to cure.
F. W. Grove's signature
little.
but
been
used
haa
It
woodurcual.
very
on each box.
26c.
All ululug anil Oxturee go with It. Enquire of
0B0rF.

HAMMOND,

Parla, Maine.

Nothing

but leaves—books.

UOW TO PUT THKM

ON

KIXI» TO

ANI»

THE

BEST

UUY.

The way iu which a glove is first drawn
on and shaped to the hands has much to
do with both its beauty and durability,
says the San Francisco Examiner. Unless you have ample time do not have
them fitted at the shop, but at leisure
draw them on as here recommended,
and if possible wear tlieni half an hour
without closing the fingers.
When the hands arc all moist, they
Insert all the
should be powdered.
fingers and work them on evenly, leaving
until
the
the thumb loose
fingers are
fully in place. Then insert the thumb
and work the glove down smoothly over
the hand.
In buttoning a glove the greatest strain
comes upon the first button so before attempting to fasten this button the others, commencing with the second one,
then the others, lastly the first.
Do not begin at tho tips of the fingers
Turn back the wrists
to pull them off.
and draw them off inside out, but on no
consideration leave them in this shape
Turn them right side out,
or roll them.
smooth lengthwise and put away by
themselves, with a strip of tlannel under
and between them.
In buying gloves there are more important questions than their color and
the number of buttons to bo considered.
Black gloves are generally less elastic
than white or colored ones, and cheap
grades are dear at any price.
Dressed kid usually retains its freshmore durable than
ness longer and is
suede. The best and most serviceable
A
kid is soft, yielding and elastic.
•ilove so small that it cramps the hands
and prevents grace of motion gives poor
service. Short fingered gloves are ugly
and certain to break soon between the
fingers, if not at their tips.
WELL-KEPT HANDS.
Over my sink are two bottles and a
One bottle contains five
nail-cleaner.
parts of lemon juice to one of alcohol,
which will keep indefinitely. The other
contains the following lotion : One-fourth
of an ounce of gum tragacanth added to
one pint of rain water, which has stood
three days, then one ounce each of alcohol, glycerine and witch hazel, also a
little good faint perfume. After washing dishes or preparing vegetables, I
apply a little of the lemon juice, then
the lotion, and in a moment my hands
All
are dry, soft, and
very smooth.
stains disappear as if by magic, and the
nailB are cleaned easily. The time required is not over two minutes. This
process repeated five or six times daily
will certainly repay housekeepers, for
what is there more indicative of refinement than well-kept hands? Then, too,
the expense of these lotions is comparatively nothing. Be sure to have
them in a handy place.—Woman's Home

Companion.

A STRONG

GUARANTEE.

Conghs, Colds, Bronchitis, Influenza, Whooping Cough and all Throat
Bauer's Instant
and Lung troubles.
Cough Cure is generally conceded to be
the quickest and surest remedy known
For

to science. It loosens and clears the
bronchial tubes, and prevents
pneumonia.
Constant coughing racks and
inflames the lungs. It weakens their
action and consumption often follows.
Why do you run such a risk whon in
Bauer's Instant Cough Cure you have a
remedy that acts quick and sure. It is
pleasant to take and does not cause that
nausea at the stomach so commonly fol·
lowing the use of other cough cures.
Children can take Bauer's Instant Cough
This famous
Cure and they like it.
remedy is sold under the strongest guarantee possible. If it doe* not do the
work your money will be cheerfully refunded. For sale by F. A. Shurtleff &
Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's Pond; Orin

Stevens, Oxford.

Chinese actors
their own cues.

to furnish

expected

are

All who use Atomizers in treating
nasal catarrh will get the best result
from Ely's Liquid Cream Balm. Price,
including epraying tube, 75 cents. Sold
by druggists or mailed by Ely Bros., 56
Warren Street, New York.
New Orleans, Sept. 1, 1000.
Messrs. Ely Bros.—I sold two bottles
of your Liquid Cream Balm.to a customer, Wm. Lamberton, 1415 Delachaise
Street, New Orleans; he has used the
two bottles, giving him wonderful and
most satisfactory results.
Gko. W. McDukf, Pharmacist.
A married man saye the best alarm
clock is his wife's elbow.
HE COULD HARDLY GET UP.
P. II. Duffy of Ashley, HI., writes:
"This is to certify that I have taken two
bottles of Foley's Kidney Cure and it has

me more than any other medicine.
I tried many advertised remedies, but
none of them gave me any relief.
My

helped

druggist recommended Foley's Kidney
Cure and it has cured
mencing its use I was
I could hardly get up
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

ford.

Before commo.
in such shape that
when once down."
Orin Stevens, Ox-

A poet's memory may be fickle, but
his thoughts often come back to him—if
he incloses a stamp.
A POLICEMAN'S TESTIMONY.

Patterson, night policeman of
Nashua, la., writes: "Last winter I had
a bad cold on my lungs and tried at least
half a dozen advertised cough medicines
J. N.

and had treatment from two physicians
without getting any benefit. A friend
recommended Foley's Honey and Tar
and two-thirds of a bottle cured me. I
consider it the greatest cough and lung
medicine in the world." F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Failure of a joke is often due to the
indigestion of the victim.

ANXIOUS MOMENTS.

Some of the most anxious hours of a
mother's life are those when the little
ones of the household have the croup.
There is no other medicine so effective
in this terrible malady as Foley's Honey
and Tar. It is a household favorite for
throat and lung troubles, and as it contains no opiates or other poisons it can
he safely given. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
A man never needs aid more than
when he is loafing.

Important te Mothers.
ι carefully erery bottle of CASTORIA,
and children,
• Mf· and «ure remedy for Infanta
and we that tt
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Hi# Kind Toe Have Aiway* BodfU,
The industrial clock
when it strikes.

invariably stops

NATURAL· ANXIETY.
Mothers

regard approaching

winter

with uneasiness, children take cold

so

little
No
Such cases yield
lives than croup.
readily to One Minute Cough Cure.
Cures coughs, colds, grip, bronchitis,
all throat and lung trouble.

easily.

disease

costs

death comes to all, and my friend's
time bad come."
Now, Death overheard these phllosophicul remarks at different times,
and oue day he showed himself to the

glad rags.

It's

with the
heavy burdens

life

j

edge.

Never wear a shoo with the sole turning up very much at the toes, as this
causes the cords on the upper part of
the foot to contract.
Never have the top of the boots tight,
the action of the
as it interferes with
calf muscles, makes one walk badly and
spoils the shape of the ankle.
Never think that the feet will grow
large from wearing proper shoes; pinching and distorting makes them grow not
only large, but unsightly. A proper
natural use of all the muscles makes
them compact and attractive.—Modern
Women.
USEFUL HINTS.
Some French ladies always wash their
cashmere and merino materials in potato
water, and then rinse them in soft wator,
hanging up immediately without wringing them. It is not generally known,
that a slice of potato will clean woolen
materials of mud.
Blue flannel may be washed in bran
and water, in which salt is added to keep
the color.
Silk underclothing may also be washed
in potato water. Slice the potatoes,
wash them and put in clear cold water
to soak for forty-eight hours, then strain
off the water, and dip the silk garment
in it several times, then lay them on a
table and dry with a soft table napkin.
Iron on the wrong side.
There is nothing better for cleaning
black silks than beef gall. Mix the gall
with an equal quantity of boiling wator,
and sponge the silk, laying it smoothly
After
on a clean table, on both sides.
this sponge it with clear rain water and
stretch on a white cloth to dry.
Never brush silk, only rub it with a
cloth, or better still a piece of velvet.
Spots on black or dark colored silk
can be cleaned by rubbing them with
common brown packing paper.
Wax spots are taken off any material
by rubbing with eau-de-cologne.—McCall'e Magazine.

Light kid gloves can be cleaned satisfactorily by rubbing them with dry

bread crumbs.
To whiten cloths add a tablespoonful
of turpentine to the water when boiling.
When beating eggs a small pinch of
salt added to the whites will cause them
to beat to a stiff froth more readily.
Cut flower* may be revived when
wilted by placing the stems in boiling
water and allowing them to stand until
the water cools.
Boiled starch can be improved by the
addition of a little borax or a tiny lump
of lard.
To test the heat of an oven, place a
piece of white paper in it, and if the heat
is too great the paper will blacken or
burn. The paper should turn a golden
brown when the oven is fit for pastry
baking, and when a dark yellow shade is
produced the oven is just right for oake
and heavier baking.—Modern Women.
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person's

soul seems to lie

pretty close to his digestion.

FORTY YEARS'TORTURE.
To be relieved after 40 years' torture
might well cause the gratitude. C.
Ilaney, Geneva, O. He save: "DeWitt'g
Witch Hazel Salve cured me of piles
after I had suffc-ed 40 yoars." Cures
cuts, burns, wounds, skin diseases.
Widows are like made-over dishes.

PHYSICIANS PRESCRIBE IT.

weariness—Distressing urindisorders—All yield quickly to

j

ceipt of suspected goods, a man came
into sanctuary about a mile from the
monastery or church. There used to be
four crosses on the main roads leading
to Beverley marking the limit of the
In cases of manslaughter and
area.
murder it was not sufficient to be within one of these crosses. Before the
fugitive could claim sanctuary he must
enter the church and seat himself in a
stone chair known as the "frid stool"

"freed chair." To this place many
fled for reiuge from all parts of the

or

country.

The Wonderful Starflnh.

There are scores upon scores of different forms of murine animal life
tliut come within the category assigned
to starfishes, but the most singular
specimen in the whole group is the
splendid astrophyton—the "sea basket"
of the sailors. It Is truly a wonderful
specimen of marine life, having hundreds of long and short, straight, twisted and curled tentacles, and but for the

of the plan upon
which the starlike "body" Is fashioned
might be mistaken for a miniature, circular specimen of the devillish. The
center of the creature, the "hub;" from
which the five stout arms radiate, Is
the iKHly, head and "thinking machine" of our curious astrophyton.
vhb «iwlc, not including the lab}'·
nathlti' tentacles, which branch to all
and Intermediate poifcis of
the

geometric precision

butter.

dollar.

It takes time to make a

good watch.

W. A. Herren of Finch, Ark., writes,
"I wish to report that Foley'e Kidney
Cure lias cured a terrible case of kidney
and bladder trouble that two doctort
had given up." F. A. Shurtleff & Co,
Orin Stevens, Oxford.

Ferryboats

were

made for cross pur-

poses.

cough medicine so populat
It contains
as Foley's Honey aud Tar.
no opiates or poisons and never fails to
There is no

cure.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

vens, Oxford.

Telephone girls
again.

call

Orin Ste-

never invite you to

Hundreds of lives saved every year by
having Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil in the
Cures
house just when it is needed.
croup, heals burns, cute, wounds of

every sort.

Silence is the counterfeit of wisdom,
Hives are a terrible torment to the little folks, and to some older ones. Easily cured. Doan's Ointment never fails.
Instant relief, permanent cure. At any
drug store, 60 cents.

She—Although my father is rich, I
have never cared for wealth but as a
means to an end.
He—Well, I'm ready to go as an end
man at a moment's notice.
LOOK OUT FOR FEVER.
Biliousness and liver disorders may be

prevented by cleansing the system with

DeWitt's Little Early Risers.
tle pills do not gripe.

These lit-

8TOP8 THE COUGH
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.

Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
oold in on· day. No Care, no Pay.
PrloeSfi cents.

similating theFoodandBegula-
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Λ perfect Remedy for Constipation Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

Worms.Convulsions.Feverishness
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I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
ha-d instruments.
I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
Pease piano, 7} octave, almost new
for $185.

case.

HILLS,

VIVIAN W.

One walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, for 9200, worth §250.
One second hand I vers & Pond piano,
walnut case, for £250, worth $300.

Optician.

Jeweler and Graduate
Lowest Prices in the

I have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Falls, 11 etops, that I will sell at a

Cameras and Photo

County.

Supplies,

Wholesale and Retail.

great trade.

NORWAY,

One second hand Estey organ at South
Paris, almost new, for 855.
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
stops, in nice condition, for 845

MAINE.

One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost $125, for 865.
One second hand square piano, a nicc
for 8115. worth $140.

! one,

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.
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Wheeler,
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RANGE!

QUAKER

HOME
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S'tufti Purls.

Sawn Tliat Cut Koch Other,

A proverb has been defined us "the
wisdom of the many and the wit of
one;" but, clever us this definition is,
it is scarcely borne out by a comparison of the most familiar of our proverbs. The following are some of the

So, too, "Delays are dangerthe (hit opposite of "Second
thoughts are best," while the philosopher who Invented the axiom "The
bird catches the worm" had apearly

never heard of King Alfonso's
renowned saying that "All
things come to him who waits." On
this particular subject the opinio·) of
the worm and the bird might be worth

parently
world

having.

8arprl«rd HI· Wife.
A story Is told of a Pennsylvania
farmer who wore his old suit until evestiery one was tired of it. and his
mable wife was almost ashamed of the
bustling man who had been inside it
Hut one day he went to town
so long.
and while there lie
to sell his

produce,

suit and,
happy thought, surprise Eliza. So he
bundled a neat suit into the wagon and

is the only Range with a Hue on the hack
The wood back weighs 10 lbs. It
oven.
of
the
hack
that covers theentirc
stick,
is built expressly for burnirg wood. Will take a twenty-four inch
full size of fire box.
The Home

W. H. Winchester,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

a

new

hints.

50 ct.s. down and 50 cts.

IJuy a postal card aucl send to The NewYork Tribune Farmer, New-York City, for
a free specimen copy.
The Tribune Farmer is a National Illustrated Agricultural Weekly for Farmers anil
their families, and stands at the head of the
agricultural press. The price is $1.00 per
year, but if you like it you can secure it
with your own favorite local newspaper,
The Oxford Democrat, South Paris, Me., at a
bargain. Both papers one year only $2.00.
Semi your order and money to The Oxford

Ν Η,
on

application.

Worth Trytnir Again.
Tne impecuulous author passed over
the manuscript with 11 faltering hand.
The aged but truthful editor started.
"Er—Mr. Wrlghtly," he said, with
the air of a man who has just become
eaddled with a great thought, "did you
ever hear that Walter Scott received
the suggestion of his first successful
novel while he was washing his hands?"
"I—I believe 1 reutl of It," stammered
the Ir'pecduious author, slipping his

hands into his pockets. A faraway
look came Into the face of the aged
but truthful editor.
"I was merely throwing out the suggestion." be said softly.
Pepya

on

Lent.

The scarcity of fish in old times In
made It dltlicult for the poor
to keep Lent.
Pep.vs remarks, "The
talk of the towne now is whether Lent
shall be kept with the strictnesse of
the king's proclamation, which Is
thought cannot be, because of the poor
who cannot buy flsh." He also says:
"Notwithstanding my resolution, yet,
for want of other victuals. I did eat
flesh this Lent," and again, "Our dinner was only sugar sopps and flsh, the
only time we have had a Lenten din-

England

ner

all this Lent"

OpDortue.
Miss Lily (after the proposal)—I
don't think you'd better see papa toMy dressmaker has just
day, Tom.
oeen here with her bllL
Tom Featherhead—This Is just the
time. He will be glad to get rid of

The .Indncement.
The Sister—I have become engaged
to Fred.
The Brother—Whatever induced you
to do that?
The Slater—Why, Fred, of courte I

week at

If You are a Farmer
And Have One Cent

Supplies.

Catalogues sent

a

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

Berlin,

Quaker Range

Democrat.

CASTORIA

Bears the

For infants and Children,

Signature

Tlu Kind You Han Always Bought

Of

THE

his uew clothes.
They were gonehad jolted out of the wagon. The night
was cold and his teeth chattered as he
hurried home. He surprised Eliza even
more than he anticipated.

Mattie—I want you to know I don't
stand on trifles.
Helen (glancing at her feet)—No, dear; you.
I see yon don't

a

Λ Modern Medicine
Every Kidney 111.

Always Bought

^Vegetable Preparationfor As-

sucked out of them.

drove homeward.
It was after night as lie hurried
homeward, and ut 11 bridge over a
river he stood tip on the wagon and
'peeled" and threw the despised old
suit In the water. Then he reached for

ranks—strong

The Kind You Have

tl.e compass, looks for all the v.»>r!d
like an animated Fourth o? July tirewheel. The live main arms are divided
into three each within a short space
from the astro's body, and these three
are almost Immediately subdivided into Innumerable other arms and tentacles, the whole forming u net by
means of which it captures lis prey and
holds Its victims until the life has been

remedy

No Reasonable Man expects to cure a
neglected cold in a day. But time and
Allen's Lung Balsam will overcome the
cold and stave off consumption. Cough
will cease and lunge be sound as a new

For Infants and Children.
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In the

Doan's
Kidney Pills,
for

feared the death that1
has come to your friends. I never
heard you sigh when I carried off your
of Snxtnne River, Vt,
old companions. You have always said, I Mr. T. H. Hughes,
"My
15. F. Locke & Co., says:
by
employed
I
for years, and
'It Is the way of all flesh.' Shall
kidneys did not act properly
two or three
For
nie.
ou
make an exception in favor of your It gradually grew
a
me very much with
years they troubled
back and In
flesh?"
dull, aching palu across my feet for any
stood on my
my loins. If I
"Yes, for I am not ready."
my
time, I felt the pain across
"But I am. Your time has come. Do length of
became numb.
more and my let;»
back
ho bad that
on
will
back
got
friends
go
Your
In
my
not repine
When the pain
on plasters,
stand It no longer, I put
buttering' their toast They will take ; I could
them, but they
a great many of
used
I
and
taken
relief. I also
It as philosophically as you have
only afforded me temporary
kinds, but they did
used medicines of all saw Doan's Kidney
every other death."
reach the cause. I
And the philosopher and Death de- not advertised, and so well recommended,
Pills
them a trial, and
together.—
a
on
journey
long
that I was Induced to givedru« store. They
parted
them at Andrew's
Brandur
I
in
got
Loomis
Battell
Charles
relief. After the treatgave me Immediate
of my
Magazine.
ment I seldom felt auy symptoms
when I did I took a
former troubles, but
It soon
and
IMIls
Kidney
few of Doan's
An Engllih Sanetoary.
were not ηί
left me. My rheumatic palnH
lanBeverley minster, 180 miles north of severe, and I did not have that tired,
more energy In doing
London, is the shrine of St John of guid feeling. I hadall the credit to Doan's
work and give
me a great «deal
Beverley, who died in the year 721. my
Kidney Pills. They did
In recommendIn 938 Athelstan, king of England, of good, and I feel justified
as a good and reliable
monas- ing them to others
gave several privileges to the
medicine."
sale by all drug·
tery, one being the privilege of sancDoan's Kidney Pills for
Co.,
manSO cents per box. Foster-MIlburn
for
not
lets;
was
merely
This
tuary.
iuffalo, Ν. Y.
all
to
wrongdoers
it
was
open
slaying;
except those who had been guilty of
treason. For ordinary offenses, such
as horse stealing, cattle stealing, being
backward in accounts or being in renever

Many broad minded physicians prescribe Foley'e Honey and Tar, as they
have never found so safe and reliable a
for throat aud lung troubles as
this great medicine. F. A. Shurtleff &
Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

CASTORIA

—

broth."
ous" is

Tablet·
Bromo-Quinine
co)>i
that
diy

Laxative

kidney ills.
The constantly
aching back

"I am Death," said he simply.
"Oo away," said the man, in a panic. The
"I am not ready for yon."
ary
"Yes, but it is one of your favorite
I
and
to
comes
all,
Death
that
truisms
am but proving your words."
"Go away! You are dreadful!"
"No more dreadful than I always j
am. But why have you changed so?

You have

ipfflTTWWi

of

THE WORST FORM.
most striking: "Penny wise and pound
Mrs. Cranfill, Troy, I. T., writes: For foolish" is the exact opposite of "Take
years I was troubled with indigestion care of the pence and the pounds will
the worst form. Finally I was intake care of themselves;" no "Birds of
duced to use Kodol and after using four
flock together" and "Two of
bottles I am entirely cured. I heartily a feather
"Absence makes
recommend Kodol to .ill sufferers from a trade never agree."
the heart grow fonder" and "Out of
indigestion and dyspepsia.
sight, out of mind," are Just as conTo be greai is to bo measured up
tradictory as""Many hands make light
of against little men.
work" and "Tex» many cooks spoil the

NOTES ABOUT SHOES.
Here are some hints on the buying
shoes that the average girl will find useful:
Never wear a shoe that pinches the
heel.
Never wear a shoe or boot tight anywhere.
Never come from high heels to low
heels at one jump.
Never wear a shoe that presees up into
the hollow of the foot.
Never wear a shoe that will not allow
the great toe to lie in a straight line.
Never wear leather sole linings to
stand upon; white cotton drilling or
linen is healthier.
Never wear a shoe with a sole narrower than the outline of the foot traced
with a pencil closo under the rounding

hard

a

struggle to fight
the battles of

philosopher.

more

Crime is most dangerous when it wears

its

A Hard Struggle.

Π—tli Α·Ι the Philosopher·
▲ certain philosopher was in the
lia bit of saying whenever be beard that
an old friend had passed away: "Ah, !
well, death comes to ue ail. it is no new
thing. It is what we must expect;
Pass me the butter, my dear. Yea,,

ΓίΙ
OF
PURE
BLOOD
Is worth more
than much gold>
Fortunately a little
of your gold or silver
will buy a remedy that

purifies

NEW YORK,

RICHARD A. McCURDY, President,

tho blood and

brings back health»

Picture Frames
and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors
& Mouldings st'L

Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

High

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

Nichols St.,
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LEADS THEM ALL
In amount

paid

to

policy holders.

THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
Next largest

Next

COMPANY..$569,159,48000

37^'4^'^32 00

349>365·739 00

largest

IN A49ETN.

THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
3N« xt largest
Next largest

$352,838,97. 67

331.039.720 34

290,743,386 00

pntd policy-holders nine*· organization
receipts from premiums.
THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.. .$90,966,039
In amount

in excess of

Next

Next

00

19,694,406 00
8,529,036 00

largest
largest

It i* a synonym for

SECURITY—The first element desired by investors.
SECURITY—Independent of crop failures, panics, strikes or wars.
SECURITY—Not menaced by changes in international balance·
depletion of the gold reserve.

or

SECURITY—That compels prophecy because it stands the test of history.
SECURITY—Guaranteed by uninterrupted fidelity to a great trust.
SECURITY—Based on conservative methods and dignified, able management.

SOUTH PARIS. SECURITY—Unimpaired by risks in tropical countries.
and ability.
DO YOU WANT IT? SECURITY—Born of character
WK AKE

A postal or telephone to
you a supply promptly.

NEVER OUT.

us

will

A. W. WALKER &

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

bring

SON,

Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick,

Sand,

dko.

FREELAND HOWE, GEO. R. HOWE, Norway,)
.)
A. E. MORRISON, Rumford Falls,
.

AGENTS

.

J. W. FITZPATRICK, Mtnager for Mtine, Portland, Mo.

